
  



Cover: The integration of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) and 

Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) into the National Airspace System 

(NAS) is moving to beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) 

operations and paving the way for future remotely piloted AAM 

operations. Edition five of the FAA’s annual UAS/AAM 

Integration Research Plan (2021-2026) maps out research 

needed to integrate UAS into the NAS and identifies the 

intersection between UAS and AAM operations. 

 

  



Foreword 

The Federal Aviation 

Administration’s (FAA) fifth 

annual edition of the Unmanned 

Aircraft Systems (UAS)/ 

Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) 

Integration Research Plan 

captures the Agency’s strategy 

and approach for research 

needed to support safe and 

secure integration of UAS into 

the national airspace system 

(NAS). This year’s Plan also 

highlights the FAA’s increasing 

focus on research needed to 

support the evolution of AAM. As 

we continue to make progress with UAS integration, it is 

becoming very apparent how much UAS operations intersect 

with the Advanced Air Mobility ecosystem that is being 

explored, developed, and matured. Both UAS integration and 

AAM represent the future of aviation, and we must continue to 

plan for them now. 

The extent to which we successfully facilitate this new era in 

transportation will determine just how much of a game-

changing technology it will become. Our research findings, 

along with the Agency’s efforts to enable operations, will serve 

to inform future decisions, rulemaking, and requirements as 

industry matures. 

This year’s Plan caps off a year of noteworthy accomplishments. 

For example, the FAA is sponsoring an effort to test and 

evaluate the severity of impacts of airborne collisions in the 

event that a UAS should be ingested in an engine. Additionally, 

the FAA is sponsoring congressionally mandated research that 

investigates the use of UAS during disasters and emergencies. 

The research investigates how UAS are used during a wide 

variety of natural and manmade disasters and emergencies, and 

how side effects could be mitigated. Moreover, consistent with 

section 383 of the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018, the FAA has 

launched an effort to test and evaluate detection and 

mitigation systems that could minimize safety and security risks 

posed by unauthorized UAS operations near airports.  

Where research and operations intersect, this past year also 

saw the completion of the FAA’s UAS Integration Pilot Program 

(IPP) and the transition to the BEYOND program, where the FAA 

and Lead Participants are partnering to focus on beyond visual 

line of sight operations that are repeatable, scalable, and 

economically viable. 

Our ability to collaborate with federal government agencies 

such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA), Department of the Interior (DOI), Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS) – Federal Emergency Management 
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Agency (FEMA), Department of Agriculture (USDA) – United 

States Forest Service (USFS), Department of Commerce (DOC) – 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and the 

Department of Defense (DOD); industry; academia; and 

international partners such as Transport Canada Civil Aviation 

(TCCA); the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS); Civil 

Aviation Authority of Israel (CAAI); Federal Office for Civil 

Aviation (FOCA) – Switzerland; Finnish Transport and 

Communications Agency Traficom; Rwanda Civil Aviation 

Authority (RCAA); Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 

(MOLIT) – Office of Civil Aviation, Republic of Korea; United 

Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority (UK CAA); Ministry of 

Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda (MITMA) – Spain; Brazil 

Institute of Airspace Control; Australia Civil Aviation Safety 

Authority (CASA); Japan Civil Aviation Bureau; Civil Aviation 

Authority of New Zealand; and European Union Aviation Safety 

Agency (EASA) ensures a coordinated approach to research that 

will benefit us all. If there is one thing we have learned about 

new technology, it is that industry develops it at a rapid pace, 

and potential users are eager to adopt it as quickly as possible. 

While we are making progress, challenges remain, and research 

is the key to unlocking solutions. 

Therefore we are pleased to offer the fifth annual UAS/AAM 

Integration Research Plan (2021-2026) to FAA employees. This 

Plan maps out research needed to integrate UAS into the NAS 

and identifies the intersection between UAS and AAM 

operations. I am eager to see where the research takes us and its 

impacts on the future of the NAS.   



Executive Summary 

 

 

 

ESEARCH IS THE FOUNDATION OF UNMANNED 

AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS (UAS) AND ADVANCED AIR 

MOBILITY (AAM) integration activities. Research 

enables informed policies, procedures, regulations, and 

operations to support the safe and secure integration of 

UAS and AAM into the NAS. The UAS/AAM Integration 

Research Plan is aligned to the FAA’s Flight Plan 21, the five-

year Implementation Plan for Integration of UAS into the 

NAS, and the National Aviation Research Plan. While the 

UAS/AAM Integration Research Plan supports these 

strategic goals and objectives, it is also a vital component in 

an iterative process; this Plan informs and reflects the 

priorities and initiatives of the FAA and its research 

partners. 

The FAA has established and maintains partnerships with 

entities including NASA, numerous federal agencies, a 

dedicated Center of Excellence (COE) for UAS research, UAS 

Test Sites, Federally Funded Research and Development 

Centers (FFRDCs), industry, academia, independent 

research organizations, and domestic and international 

standards groups. FAA also partners with federal, state, 

local, territorial, and tribal security partners to identify 

safety and security challenges and solutions associated with 

R 



the continued exponential growth of unmanned 

technologies. 

This FAA internal Plan captures the research completed, in 

process, planned, or identified as a gap by the FAA and its 

partners during the five-year span from 2021 to 2026. The 

research timeline supports rulemaking for UAS operational 

milestones that may not be completed and in service by 

2026. 14 CFR part 107 defines small UAS as aircraft that 

weigh less than 55 pounds at takeoff. 

 

The FAA’s approach to UAS and AAM research is phased by 

operational capabilities providing a pathway to UAS integration 

and the intersection of UAS and AAM. This will enable 

incremental expansion of airspace access for UAS and AAM over 

the next few years. The entire AAM ecosystem includes cargo 

and passenger transport by revolutionary aircraft in rural, 

suburban, and urban environments. The largest intersection of 

UAS and AAM operations is likely to occur in the medium to 

long-term horizon when aircraft technology and high levels of 

automation can enable remotely piloted, optionally piloted, or 

fully autonomous operations. The operational capabilities 

outlined in the Plan are: 

 

Operations Over People: The completed research relevant to 

enabling small UAS to operate over persons not directly 

participating in the operations provided the scientific data 

necessary to inform the FAA to permit operations of small UAS 

over human beings, as described in the January 2021 Final Rule 

on Operation of Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems Over People.  

 

Expanded Operations: This research leverages previous 

research and lessons learned to inform BVLOS operations (such 

as infrastructure or agriculture inspection), and multiple UAS 

operations. 

 

Small UAS Package Delivery Operations: This research will yield 

the scientific data necessary to enable small UAS fleet operators 

to conduct operations for delivering or retrieving packages. 

 

Integrated Operations: Based on the integration advancements 

realized within the previous three operational capabilities, this 

research will provide the scientific data needed to safely enable 

UAS and AAM operations to co-exist, with restrictions, in 

controlled airspace with other aircraft operations, and 

on/around airports. This includes both large and small, and 

public and civil UAS at varying altitudes and on instrument flight 

rules (IFR) flight plans. In addition, it covers the intersection 

with AAM operations. 

 

Routine/Scheduled Operations: This research will yield the 

scientific data necessary to safely enable regularly scheduled 

UAS arrivals and departures at airports in Class B, C, and D 

airspace, and permit remotely and optionally piloted aircraft 

operations, which include operations that intersect with the 



AAM ecosystem. ATC services will be available to UAS operators 

filing IFR flight plans. 

 

Large Carrier Cargo Operations: This research will yield the 

data necessary to enable the safe and secure transport of cargo 

to be conducted in U.S. domestic airspace. These cargo flights 

will be remotely piloted or optionally piloted from departure to 

arrival. 

 

Passenger Transport Operations: This research will yield the 

scientific data necessary to enable safe and secure remote and 

optionally piloted operations, based on vehicle performance 

requirements and type certification. This will include the 

intersection with the broader AAM ecosystem. 

 

These operational capabilities use a “building block approach” 

where successive capabilities are informed by previous 

research. It is important to note that the research path differs 

from the path used by rulemaking, as research informs 

rulemaking and policy activities. This Plan reflects the FAA’s 

objective of ensuring its research is up-to-date and can be used 

to update FAA policies. It is a living document that needs to 

adapt to changes in policy, technology, and operational 

requirements.
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I. UAS and AAM Integration into 

the National Airspace System 

HE FAA HAS DEVELOPED this UAS/AAM Integration 

Research Plan to provide a common framework for 

managing the variety of UAS- and AAM-related 

research across the FAA, industry, academia, and 

other agencies. This Research Plan focuses primarily on UAS, 

and on the intersection of UAS and AAM. This framework 

serves as a vehicle for understanding how to use research and 

development, including assessments of abilities to integrate 

UAS, AAM, and updates on the advancement of various 

technologies. 

The FAA is incrementally expanding the operational 

envelope, allowing UAS and future AAM operations with 

increasing levels of complexity, while fully maintaining 

critical safeguards for existing users of the NAS. This will 

ultimately allow UAS and AAM to safely conduct routine 

operations. The FAA is leveraging many UAS- and AAM-

related research across different research organizations, 

such as academia, NASA, UAS Test Sites, and standards 

bodies. It is leveraging technological advances from 

industry, lessons learned from approved operations, and 

expertise from around the world. It is expected that the 

demand for UAS and AAM integration will accelerate as 

technology advances and market opportunities evolve.  

The FAA and its partners have various efforts in progress to 

expand the scope of safe and secure UAS and AAM operations 

in the NAS. From remote areas to cityscapes, capabilities to fly 

longer and more complex missions are being validated and 

approved, for everything from routine infrastructure 

inspection to critical emergency responder operations. 

Expansion of UAS networking and traffic management 

capabilities may enable more advanced operations such as 

larger platform cargo and passenger transport.   

T 

The FAA is incrementally 

expanding the operational 

envelope allowing UAS and 

future AAM operations with 

increasing levels of 

complexity. 
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UAS and AAM Integration Landscape 

 

OR OVER A CENTURY, the NAS has been evolving to 

accommodate changing aircraft types and operational 

demands on its airspace. While the last few decades 

have been characterized by transport aircraft and general 

aviation, the demand by a variety of new entrants continues 

to grow. Since UAS and automated vehicles are a major factor 

in that growth, the NAS and the current approaches to Air 

Traffic Control (ATC) and Air Traffic Management (ATM) must 

adapt.  

Airspace access for UAS and AAM operations in the NAS will 

expand incrementally as the FAA implements a phased 

approach over the next few years. Current, planned, and 

future research and results will enable the FAA to revise 

regulations and keep pace with the growing demand of NAS 

users. Some research captured in this Plan is documented in 

the Air Traffic Organization (ATO) UAS Services Plan FY21-25, 

which is “ATO’s action plan to identify and inform the 

activities necessary to integrate UAS incrementally” and also 

describes ATO’s overall approach to UAS integration. The FAA 

will support the growing number and diverse mission 

operations of UAS that span the airspace environment, from 

High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) aircraft flying for days or 

weeks, to aircraft flying only a few hundred feet or less above 

the ground.  

 At very high altitudes (above flight level (FL) 600, in 

Class E airspace), UAS will fly long endurance missions 

such as communications relay and climate 

measurements. 

 In high altitude airspace (18,000 mean sea level (MSL) 

to FL600, Class A airspace), UAS will fly in controlled 

airspace on surveillance, cargo transport, and weather 

monitoring missions. 

 In lower altitude airspace (Classes E/G and terminal 

Classes B/C/D), UAS will fly in a mixed environment on 

emergency monitoring, weather, and inspection 

missions, as well as on-demand mobility such as urban 

air mobility (UAM), regional air mobility, and regional 

cargo delivery. 

 At very low altitudes (0-400 feet above ground level 

(AGL), in Class G and terminal Classes B/C/D), small 

UAS will continue to be used for a variety of missions 

including infrastructure inspection, environmental, 

security, weather monitoring, precision agriculture, 

public safety and emergency services, local package 

delivery, etc. in both urban, suburban, and rural 

environments. 

F 
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As described in the FAA Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) 

Traffic Management (UTM) Concept of Operation (ConOps) 

Version 2.0, operations below 400 feet will be supported by 

UTM, a community-based, cooperative traffic management 

system where the operators and the entities providing 

operation support services are responsible for the 

coordination, execution, and management of operations, with 

rules established by FAA. This vision is shown in the figure 

below. 

Today, key capabilities and regulatory advances such as 

part 107, detect and avoid (DAA), and remote 

identification are being researched and exercised, to 

enable expanded growth while promoting safe and 

secure interactions between the UAS operators, their 

communities, and the FAA. 

Source: FAA UAS UTM CONOPS v2.0 
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The AAM ecosystem is broad and has different working 

definitions. In the context of this Research Plan, UAM and 

Regional Air Mobility use cases are included within the AAM 

umbrella. As in the case of UAS, the FAA will incrementally 

expand the operational envelope to meet the vision of going 

from piloted vehicle operations to remotely piloted vehicle 

operations to autonomous aircraft able to transport 

passengers in dense airspaces. The FAA will leverage advances 

in UAS and AAM technologies and operations to make the 

vision of full AAM and UAS integration possible. AAM includes 

UAM and non-UAM services such as air cargo, air ambulance 

and medical, search and rescue, and package delivery. UAM is 

the most complex AAM use case. The FAA UAM ConOps 

introduces UAM operations and presents automation and 

regulatory changes that will be needed in the future. The 

figure below shows the different environments and types of 

operations inside and outside UAM corridors, as well as 

describes operations for UAM aircraft, conventional aircraft 

(e.g., fixed wing aircraft and helicopters), and UTM aircraft. 

Source: FAA UAM CONOPS v1.0 
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In order to advance towards the concepts illustrated in 

the figures above, the FAA established a pathway to UAS 

integration. As illustrated below, this pathway consists of 

step-by-step progress, with operations increasing in 

operational complexity. The milestones along this 

pathway must be supported by research to inform FAA 

and community decisions. 

For more information on the ATO UAS 

Services Plan FY21-25, visit: 

https://my.faa.gov/content/dam/myfaa/or

g/linebusiness/ato/ATO_UAS_Services_Pla

n_FY21-25.pdf 
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Alignment to the FAA’s Flight Plan 21  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S UAS OPERATIONS become more fully integrated 

into the NAS, the FAA will mature its UAS 

operational requirements, develop repeatable 

approval processes, assess and invest in required 

infrastructure and systems, establish and enforce essential 

safety and security standards, and continually analyze the 

costs and benefits for the FAA and UAS and AAM 

stakeholders. At the same time, the FAA will invest in 

additional research areas based on priorities identified within 

the FAA and by UAS and AAM stakeholder groups. 

The UAS/AAM Integration Research Plan is aligned to the 

FAA’s Flight Plan 21 and Implementation Plan for Integration 

of UAS into the NAS, and it informs the National Aviation 

Research Plan. This UAS/AAM Integration Research Plan is a 

vital component in an iterative process that informs and 

reflects the priorities and initiatives of the FAA’s research 

partners, functional areas, and research that have been 

undertaken or identified by the participating UAS and AAM 

community. 

  

A 

For more information on Flight Plan 21, visit: 

https://my.faa.gov/org/flight-plan-21.html 
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Alignment of UAS/AAM Research Priorities 
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FAA Flight Plan 21 Pillars 

 

ECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS AND MARKET 

DRIVERS require the FAA to safely integrate new 

types of aircraft, such as unmanned aircraft. The 

current communications, navigation, and surveillance systems 

and ATM procedures need to be restructured and enhanced 

to safely and fully integrate UAS and AAM operations in the 

NAS. 

As the FAA explores and implements new services, the agency 

must rationalize and re-balance current services while 

modernizing its existing infrastructure to become more 

efficient.  

FAA’s Flight Plan 21 is built upon four pillars – Safety, 

Operational Excellence, People, and Global Leadership – that 

provide the agency with the framework to achieve targeted 

goals. This is a flight plan to mark our progress across a set of 

procedures and waypoints. As the FAA’s Flight Plan 21 

continues to evolve, the UAS/AAM research strategy in 

support of these pillars will also continue to evolve. 

Safety: Research focuses on the safe and secure integration of 

unmanned aircraft in the NAS without compromising the 

current high safety standards of manned operations. 

Operational Excellence: UAS and AAM technology is rapidly 

evolving. FAA research looks across government, academia, 

industry and international efforts to bring in the latest 

developments to support operations. 

People: The FAA collaborates on UAS and AAM research with 

partners from across industry, academia, and other federal 

agencies. Sharing ideas and lessons learned allows the FAA to 

meet the demands of new and complex UAS/AAM operations 

and share the NAS with manned platforms.  

Global Leadership: The FAA will reassert its global influence 

through cross-agency collaboration that ensures consistent, 

quality training and outreach to our international partners. 

T 
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The FAA regularly collaborates with international partners to 

ensure that UAS and AAM research is focused and 

coordinated with the right people. The FAA’s UAS Integration 

Office is dedicated to engaging organizations performing UAS 

and AAM research to make efficient and effective use of 

resources and facilitate the identification and prioritization of 

research needs to enable the safe integration of UAS and AAM 

in the NAS.   
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FAA Flight Plan 21 Objectives O MEET THIS CHALLENGE OF INTEGRATION of UAS and 

other new entrants into the NAS, the FAA has laid out 

the future vision and is committed to seeing 

measurable outcomes and steadfast progress toward that 

vision. There are several objectives related to UAS and AAM 

integration including: 

Expand Safety Culture: Expand the Safety Culture Campaign 

across FAA and industry that integrates all aspects of Safety 

Culture (i.e., Just Culture, Reporting Culture, Learning Culture, 

Flexible Culture, and Informed Culture) to improve safety 

performance throughout the NAS. UAS/AAM research 

leverages safety management principles to proactively 

address emerging safety and security risks by using consistent, 

data-informed approaches to make smarter, system-level, 

risk-based decisions. This research not only advances 

technology development efforts, but also helps guide 

rulemaking and procedure development.  

Enable Emerging Entrants: Develop a comprehensive strategy 

to enable the safe, timely integration of emerging entrants 

into the NAS to keep pace with advancing technologies and 

developments, while maintaining a safe and secure aerospace 

system that serves as a world model. Research is laying the 

foundation for the integration of UAS and AAM in the NAS. 

The FAA’s efforts in the development of programs, such as the 

low altitude authorization and notification capability (LAANC), 

are essential for the continued maturity of low altitude traffic 

T 
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management for UAS operations. These systems will help 

ensure the safe and secure integration of new entrants and 

deliver more efficient, streamlined services.  

Optimize Information to Reduce Risk: Transform the agency’s 

approach to assessing and managing system safety 

performance through enhanced access to data and analytics, 

inform risk-based decision making, improve existing safety 

metrics, and increase system safety awareness. UAS/AAM 

research leverages safety management principles to 

proactively address emerging safety and security risks by using 

consistent, data-informed approaches to make smarter, 

system-level, risk-based decisions. The FAA’s risk-based 

approach for airworthiness certification and approvals looks at 

ways to realistically assess both the vehicle and mission 

profile, in terms of severity and likelihood of potentially 

harmful outcomes associated with UAS/AAM operations. 

Global Aviation Safety and Security Enhancements: Improve 

global aviation safety and security through targeted assistance 

and collaboration, partnerships on aviation system safety 

oversight, streamlining regulatory environments, and 

promoting higher levels of global airspace and cyber security. 

The FAA regularly collaborates with domestic and global 

partners in industry, academia, and other government 

agencies. The FAA’s UAS Global Leadership Initiative with 

international organizations includes partnering with the Joint 

Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS) 

and the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), and 

partnerships with key international civil authorities such as the 

European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). Further, 

domestic U.S. research informs international standards and 

practices for UAS operations across the globe. These 

collaborative efforts improve safety and air traffic efficiency 

through an integrated approach that shapes global standards, 

enhances collaboration and harmonization, and better targets 

FAA resources. The UAS Integration Office Research, 

Engineering, and Analysis Division hosts the International 

UAS/AAM Integration Research Roundtable to expand 

international collaboration and foster safe and efficient 

integration of UAS. 

Improve Performance of the NAS: Develop and implement a 

comprehensive roadmap to support the evolution of the 

National Aerospace System as the foremost air data-driven 

navigation provider in the world. The FAA UAS research 

programs will enable the safe and secure integration of UAS 

into the NAS through partnerships and initiatives such as: 

 The UAS BEYOND program and projects to evaluate 

operations, collect data, and inform future rulemaking, 

processes, and procedures.  

 The development of the UTM framework in 

partnership with NASA and industry. The UTM Pilot 

Program (UPP) demonstrated key services enabled by 

the UTM framework and served as a forum for 
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collaboration between the FAA, NASA, and industry 

partners in two phases completed in 2019 and 2021. 

 The creation of safety risk management processes 

specific to UAS operations, enabling indication of 

hazards, mitigations, and risk levels of complex waivers 

and precedent-setting exemptions. 

Transform Agency to Meet the Evolving Workforce: 

Transform agency workforce policies to proactively and 

collectively address the realities and expectations of the 

future. To help build the workforce of the future, the FAA 

sponsors research that focuses on Science, Technology, 

Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) outreach to minority K-

12 students using UAS as a learning platform. This research 

supports education and outreach to minority communities, 

and inspires the next generation’s interest in UAS and AAM 

research.  
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FAA UAS/AAM Integration Approach 

 

 

OMMON FRAMEWORK: The UAS Integration 

Implementation Plan provides a common framework 

for coordinating the landscape of UAS-related 

activities across the FAA. This approach supports a 

collaborative working environment across multiple lines of 

business (LOBs) and is intended to be a one-stop shop for FAA 

LOBs to inform decision making, plan, and monitor the 

progress of safely and securely integrating UAS into the NAS. 

The Implementation Plan documents UAS-related activities 

and content in the annual business plans for each FAA LOB. 

This collection of artifacts will also be used to help inform the 

FAA’s annual budget priorities.  

While UAS research supports milestones collected in the 

Implementation Plan, these milestones also drive research 

priorities and needs. This iterative approach supports the FAA 

mission of providing the safest, most efficient transportation 

system in the world. 

 

C 
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Alignment to National Aviation Research 

Plan  

 

ATIONAL AVIATION RESEARCH PLAN: The NARP 

documents the structure and execution of FAA 

research to ensure that research investments 

are well-managed and deliver results to address national 

aviation priorities. The NARP also outlines key UAS 

research program objectives as well as significant UAS 

research output. The FAA uses research identified in the 

NARP to support policy and planning, promulgation of 

regulations, certification, standards development, and 

modernization of the NAS.  

 

 

 

N 

Alignment of Research Planning Framework and Terminology 

For more information on the National Aviation Research Plan, visit: 

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ang/

offices/tc/about/campus/faa_host/RDM/media/pdf/2020_2025NA

RP.pdf 
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FAA’s Applied Research 

Approach 

 

 

IRCULAR A-11, Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget from 

the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), identifies three different 

types of research and development. They are basic research, applied 

research, and experimental development, as defined below.  

 

 

 

 

C 

The FAA partners 

with organizations 

that perform each 

type of research 

but primarily 

sponsors applied 

research. 

 
 

OMB Circular No. A-11, Section 84.2 

For more information on the OMB 

Circular No. A-11, Section 84.2: 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2018/06/a11.pdf 
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Research Methods 

 

HE FAA LEVERAGES all types of research from across 

the UAS stakeholder community. Its focus is the 

practical application of research to safely enable 

emerging aviation-related opportunities. Research is the 

systematic investigation of specific questions and includes a 

wide spectrum of activities, from concept exploration and 

experimentation to data collection and analysis.  

The FAA is working with partners on applying UAS and AAM 

research findings and the growing body of knowledge to 

develop standards, identify procedural and process changes, 

inform changes to regulations, identify threats and mitigation 

requirements, and to prioritize NAS infrastructure 

investments. The FAA relies on research results to identify 

best practices for design, airworthiness, and safe operational 

integration from concept validation and flight demonstration. 

Conceptual ideas for UAS and AAM vehicle design, 

airworthiness, and operational integration need to be 

developed and prototyped in a controlled environment, and 

tested in a representative operational use case before 

standards, policy, and procedures can be developed to safely 

expand UAS operations. The data collected will inform 

regulatory change, policy development, and industry standard 

development. There are a variety of research methods 

employed by the FAA and its partners, including (but not 

limited to): 

 Empirical Analysis and Data Collection: The processes 

of gathering observations and systematically applying 

statistical and/or logical techniques to describe and 

illustrate, condense and recap, and evaluate data. 

Includes case and optimization studies as a means to 

determine the preferred alternative or approach given 

a set of criteria for evaluation. 

 Forecasting: A data-based statement of what is 

expected to happen in the future. 

 Concept Development: Collecting and prioritizing 

operational needs and challenges, developing 

alternative concepts, and selecting a preferred concept 

for the subsequent system or capability development 

and implementation. 

 Fast-time Modeling and Simulation: Simulations 

designed to give a representation of real-life 

operations run at accelerated speeds which generate 

data for analysis. 

 Integrated Assessment Modeling: Analyses that bring 

together models and data from different disciplines to 

T 
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help understand and evaluate complex problems and 

inform decision making. 

 Concept Validation and Demonstration: Includes all 

efforts necessary to evaluate integrated technologies 

in as realistic an operating environment as possible to 

assess the performance or cost reduction potential of 

advanced technology. Includes exercises to evaluate 

program plans, procedures, and capabilities. 

 Flight Testing: Live tests with the objective of exposing 

the aircraft to the variety of uses that are likely to 

occur when in routine service to provide an assurance 

that it performs its intended functions to the standard 

required for certification. 

 Tests and Evaluations (T&E): Efforts associated with 

engineering or support activities to determine the 

acceptability of a system, subsystem, or component. 

FAA research results from testing can inform the 

development of standards and requirements. 

 Human-in-the-loop (HITL) Simulations: Models that 

require human interaction, typically to observe the 

interaction between a designed system and a sample 

user. Includes cognitive walk-throughs for evaluating 

the design of a user interface. 

 

Applied research is directed towards 

a specific practical aim or objective. 

What is Applied Research? 
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II. UAS and AAM 

Research 

Collaboration and 

Partnerships 

NTEGRATION OF UAS and AAM 

operations is a multifaceted 

global challenge, requiring 

coordinated efforts within the FAA and 

across multiple agencies. To enable 

industry objectives while maintaining 

the security and safety of the public 

requires meeting multiple objectives in 

different domains.  

The FAA is leveraging an evolving 

spectrum of UAS and AAM research 

and analyses being conducted by 

government agencies, industry, 

academia, international organizations, 

standards bodies, etc., to inform 

rulemaking and operational changes 

that will enable full UAS and AAM 

integration into the NAS. 

I 

UAS and AAM Research Partners 
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UAS and AAM Research Partners 
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FAA Internal Collaboration on UAS and 

AAM Research 

 

 HE FAA UAS INTEGRATION OFFICE (AUS) is 

responsible for strategic planning and direct support 

of continued UAS research. Within AUS, the 

Research, Engineering, and Analysis Division is responsible for 

coordinating UAS research (which includes the intersection of 

UAS and AAM) internal and external to the FAA. AUS works 

across FAA LOBs to identify and conduct appropriate UAS 

research. It identifies research within the UAS and AAM 

communities that can be leveraged. It organizes and leads the 

FAA UAS/AAM Integration Research Roundtable meetings to 

facilitate the coordination and communication of UAS and 

AAM research developments, priorities, and needs from 

across the agency. 

 

The UAS Integration Office provides strategic guidance for the 

FAA’s research portfolio in collaboration with all FAA LOBs. 

Additionally, the office coordinates research with government 

and industry partners to support FAA strategic initiatives. It 

participates in national and international working groups to 

understand research and development requirements 

necessary to solve the policy and technical challenges of UAS 

integration. The office identifies knowledge gaps and sponsors 

approved research covering all aspects of UAS integration.  

 

 

 

  

T 

The FAA UAS/AAM Integration Research Roundtable  

UAS/AAM 

Integration Research 

Roundtable 
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HERE ARE SEVERAL RESEARCH organizations that 

conduct critical UAS and AAM research in support 

of FAA and Department of Transportation (DOT) 

efforts to maintain a high level of safety for the flying public 

and for people on the ground:  

 FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC)  

 FAA Civil Aerospace Medical Institute (CAMI)  

 The MITRE Corporation’s Center for Advanced Aviation 

System Development (CAASD), FAA’s Federally Funded 

Research & Development Center (FFRDC) 

 DOT Volpe, National Transportation Systems Center 

 

The FAA UAS Integration Office works closely with each of 

these organizations to coordinate and collaborate on research 

tasks. This integrated, working relationship facilitates the 

sharing of experience and expertise, creating a diverse and 

rich pool of resources from which the FAA can draw to help 

solve specific challenges. 

T 

FAA Internal Research Organizations 
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FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center 

(WJHTC) 

 

he FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC) 

is the nation's premier air transportation system 

laboratory. The WJHTC’s highly technical and diverse 

workforce conducts concept development, test and 

evaluation, verification and validation, and sustainment of the 

FAA's full spectrum of aviation systems, and develops 

scientific solutions to address current and future air 

transportation safety challenges by conducting applied 

research and development. WJHTC engineers, scientists, 

mathematicians, and technical experts utilize a robust, one-of-

a-kind, world-class laboratory environment to identify 

integrated system solutions for the modernization and 

sustainment of the NAS and for delivering next generation air 

transportation system (NextGen) UAS, AAM, and Trajectory 

Based Operations (TBO) capabilities. 

The WJHTC is evolving its established laboratories to leverage 

existing FAA rules and regulations (i.e., general and 

commercial aviation and piloted/unmanned/autonomous 

systems) to address the key drivers of change in a manner that 

respects the principles of aviation while taking advantage of 

opportunities brought on by innovation to improve safety for 

both aircraft and operations. Ongoing efforts include: 

Live, Virtual, and Constructive Environment (LVCE) 

Advancement for AAM Research, Development, Test and 

Evaluation (RDT&E): The TBO Integrated Test Environment 

(TITE) Live, Virtual, and Constructive Environment (LVCE), an 

established baseline for research, development, test and 

evaluation (RDT&E), includes the FAAs end-to-end NAS 

laboratory environment integrated with partner (e.g., NASA, 

MITRE, Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center (MMAC), and 

Boeing) laboratories. The TITE LVCE is advancing the FAA’s 

readiness to support future RDT&E aimed to operationalize 

AAM via the FAA crawl-walk-run approach. In partnership with 

NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC), through an Interagency 

Agreement (IAA), the FAA WJHTC baseline TITE is being 

expanded through integration of laboratory assets. Together 

the laboratories will form an advanced LVCE to provide 

researchers with the ability to fly new aircraft types (e.g., 

electric vertical takeoff and land (eVTOL), unmanned aerial 

T 
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vehicles (UAVs), etc.) in both real and simulated airspace. This 

partnership is leveraging the WJHTC Atlantic City AAM 

ecosystem use case to drive laboratory integration, validation 

and accreditation of the phased LVCE expansion. The result 

will establish a new baseline LVCE integrating ATM, UAM and 

UTM laboratory assets into an AAM ecosystem level of 

readiness for RDT&E of future concepts.  

Target Generation Facility (TGF): A dynamic, real-time air 

traffic simulation capability designed to generate realistic 

manned and unmanned aircraft trajectories and associated 

digital radar messages for aircraft in a simulated airspace 

environment. Primarily, the TGF is used to generate real time, 

interactive traffic in support of HITL simulations. Realistic 

traffic flows and voice communications are created in real 

time by pilots operating the simulated TGF 'aircraft' in 

response to ATC instructions.  

Cockpit Simulator Facility (CSF): The CSF operates a set of 

high-fidelity aircraft simulators that are used to develop and 

tests new technologies that enhance ATC ground and airborne 

flight information transfer and management. This work 

includes the development and validation of domestic and 

international standards, which focus on communication 

protocols, interoperability of systems, and human factors 

issues pertaining to the flight deck. 

NextGen Integration and Evaluation Capability (NIEC): A real-

time and flexible environment to explore, integrate, evaluate 

and accelerate the development of a broad framework of 

concepts, technologies, and systems introduced by NextGen. 

The NIEC is composed of four functional areas including: an 

ATM Suite, Cockpit Simulator, a Tower Simulation area which 

provides an out the window capability, and multipurpose area. 

The NIEC is focused on future NextGen capabilities across the 

NAS, including evaluation of NextGen initiatives and activities 

such as the UTM UPP. NextGen UAS and TGF laboratories are 

integrated with NIEC to provide capabilities to conduct early 

evaluations, concept development, HITL simulations and/or 

demonstrations in a flexible, real-time RDT&E integrated 

environment. The NIEC, NextGen UAS, and TGF labs have 

successfully transitioned, integrated with, and adapted a 
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prototype Flight Information Management System (FIMS) 

from NASA, as well as both NASA and WJHTC-developed UAS 

Service Supplier (USS) Operator Interface (USS-OI) systems 

and software. 

Florida NextGen TestBed (FTB): The FTB is a NextGen research 

and demonstration facility located near the Daytona Beach 

International Airport (DAB) that is managed and maintained 

by the WJHTC. The FTB provides a platform for new NextGen 

demonstrations to be efficiently conducted at an early stage 

while avoiding adverse impacts on the NAS. Demonstrations 

occur in lower risk environments, which enables the FAA to 

evaluate the viability of these new technologies and concepts 

without allowing unacceptable levels of risk to enter the NAS. 

The FTB conducts evaluations of the UTM system, to increase 

the FAA’s readiness for UTM software deployment and 

operation, including validation of the initial data exchange 

requirements. 

The WJHTC’s NextGen UAS Laboratory is dedicated to UAS 

research, and includes: UAS simulators that are a 

representative sample of UAS platforms in the NAS today 

(small to large, slow to fast, low altitude to high altitude, short 

endurance to long endurance, and low autonomy to high 

autonomy), research tools and technologies, data analysis and 

storage solutions, fast-time modeling and Monte Carlo 

capabilities, and a wide range of software and web-based 

services. Many of the laboratory’s systems leverage 

collaboration with UAS manufacturers, yielding an added 

opportunity to have supporting subject matter expertise 

available to conduct studies using both high-fidelity UAS 

equipment and a realistic NAS environment. Most recently, 

additional state-of-the-art UAS aircraft simulation and ground 

control station systems were installed in the lab and 

integrated with the FAA’s NIEC, TGF, and FTB environments, 

thereby increasing the WJHTC’s UTM/UAM/AAM RDT&E 

capabilities. The NextGen UAS lab also connects to the 

WJHTC’s NextGen Prototyping Network (NPN) to access FAA 

data feeds and services, via connectivity both internally and 

externally to the FAA for the purposes of distributed 

simulation, test and evaluation, and hybrid flight testing. 

The NextGen UAS, TGF, and NIEC labs have the ability to 

simulate end-to-end operations, including all the standard 

communication, navigation, surveillance, automation, and 
For more information on the FAA Technical Center, visit: 

http://www.tc.faa.gov 

http://www.tc.faa.gov/
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ATM services involving manned/unmanned aircraft and NAS 

procedures and operations. Projects involving either the 

NextGen UAS lab or its personnel to date include: 

 LVCE Advancement for AAM RDT&E 

 Aviation Safety Information Analysis and Sharing 

(ASIAS) system 

 Operations Over People 

 Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Response 

Operations 

 DAA BVLOS, Data Fusion, and Display and Flight Path 

Information 

 Automation & Intelligent Systems 

 Command & Control (C2) Link 

 Expanded Operation Integration 

 Airborne Collision & Engine Ingestion 

 High Visual Contrast 

 Fuel Cells & Lithium Ion Batteries 

 Data Collection & Analysis 

 Concepts Validation and Requirements Definition (Lost 

Link Contingency Operations) 

 ATM Operations 

 Part 107 Operations 

 Safety, Security & Interoperability 

 Voice Communications  

 Multi-UAS Operations 

 System Design & Evaluation 

The WJHTC employs FAA’s Cooperative Research and 

Development Agreement (CRADA) authority to engage 

collaboratively with external partners to explore concepts 

leading to autonomous operations and future certification 

paths for UAS airframes and system components. A variety of 

agreement types are used to execute other WJHTC projects. 

As per the 2018 FAA Reauthorization Act – Section 383, ANG-

E26 is working with various FAA lines of business to test and 

evaluate various types of UAS mitigation technologies and 

airport applications. Testing will take place at five airports, 

including one airport that ranks in the top 10 of the FAA’s 

most recent passenger boarding data. This project is 

scheduled to conclude on September 30, 2023. FAA has 

further identified five core applications for UAS in the airport 

environment, listed in order of priority: Obstruction Analysis, 

Airfield Pavement Inspections, Wildlife Hazard Management, 

Perimeter Security, and Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting. The 

Agency is currently conducting research in each of these 

applications. The outcome of this research will help to develop 

FAA guidance material that will describe standard processes 

and procedures, as well as technical performance 

specifications, for each of the five UAS airport applications. 
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FAA Civil Aerospace Medical Institute 

(CAMI) 

 

HE FAA CAMI is the medical certification, 

research, education, and occupational health 

wing of the Mike Monroney Aeronautical 

Center, located in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Its current 

UAS-related research focuses on human factors that 

influence safe operational use of UAS. However, both 

current and potential UAS-related research 

contributions are available from several laboratories 

located within the institute. 

Flight Deck Human Factors Group: CAMI flight deck 

human factors research scientists are currently involved 

in a number of UAS-related research projects. These 

projects include assisting in the establishment of 

minimum operational performance standards for UAS 

DAA systems; crew, certification and training 

requirements for UAS air carrier operations; minimum 

knowledge, skills and abilities for UAS air carrier 

operations; fatigue issues and crew duty requirements 

of UAS/AAM air carrier operations; lighting and paint  

 

 

 

 

 

 

T 

For more information on the FAA CAMI, visit: 

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/aam/cami/  

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/aam/cami/
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scheme requirements for small UAS; and the effects of 

small UAS operations over roadways on driver 

distraction. 

The Advanced UAS Research Simulator (AURS) is one of 

three UAS simulators being developed in CAMI’s flight 

deck research system. When completed, the AURS will 

provide a realistic UAS simulation, but will also apply to 

generic research related to contemporary control 

station designs.  

Air Traffic Human Factors Group: CAMI resources also 

include two air traffic control simulation labs. These 

labs were designed to enable research about the effects 

of proposed technologies and procedures on controller 

workload, situation awareness, and performance. The 

Air Traffic Control Advanced Research Radar Simulator 

(ATCARRS) lab capabilities include high fidelity en route, 

and TRACON position representations. 

The Air Traffic Control Advanced Research Tower 

Simulator (ATCARTS) lab is configurable to simulate 

over 140 airport tower operations including a 360 

degree panoramic out the window view recreated using 

twelve 55” monitors arranged in a 270 degree arc. 

Controllers from the field and the FAA's Academy 

provide data while they control simulated traffic. 

Recently the labs have made extensive use of  

integrated eye-movement recording hardware and 

software. But previous data collection often included 

the use of the Air Traffic Workload Input Technique 

(ATWIT), the Situation Present Awareness Method 

(SPAM), and electroencephalogram (EEG) recording 

equipment. 

Biodynamics and Cabin Safety Group: CAMI has both 

the state-of-the-art facilities and in-house expertise 

needed to study crash protection, emergency 

evacuation, and in-flight safety. Biodynamics 

researchers are currently working with NASA and the 

Navy to study rotorcraft crash safety. Results from this 

type of research can inform regulations and certification 

requirements for Urban Air Mobility aircraft due to the 
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similarity between the structural elements and 

passenger accommodations of the two aircraft types. 

Cabin Safety researchers are currently studying 

methods and technologies such as Virtual Reality and 

Serious Games to improve the effectiveness of 

passenger education. Serious Game applications 

covering topics such as brace position, life vest donning, 

and evacuation on land and water have been 

developed. Ensuring passengers comprehend vital 

safety information has always been important but is 

especially so for the un-crewed air taxi aircraft 

envisioned, since there will be no one to assist them in 

egressing the aircraft in the event of an emergency. 

In addition to research and laboratory resources, CAMI 

maintains associations with various standards groups, 

such as RTCA Special Committee 228 (SC-228), which is 

working to develop the Minimum Operational 

Performance Standards (MOPS) for DAA equipment and 

C2 data link. CAMI participates in SAE committees that 

develop standards for rotorcraft occupant crash safety 

(SEAT committee) and aircraft cabin safety (S-9). CAMI 

research scientists also provide leadership in 

establishing the credibility of computational modeling 

and machine learning through the ASME Validation, 

Verification and Uncertainty Quantification Committee. 
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MITRE Center for Advanced Aviation System 

Development (CAASD)  

HE MITRE CORPORATION (MITRE), located in 

McLean, Virginia, operates CAASD, an FFRDC that 

supports the FAA. Drawing on a unique, multi-

government, agency-partnering history, MITRE delivers 

technical expertise and operational experience with 

government systems, policy, and procedures supporting 

unclassified and classified unmanned aircraft operations.  

CAASD builds upon the shared knowledge across the whole of 

MITRE UAS expertise and experience, with a specialization in 

NAS complex systems, to develop innovative approaches to 

UAS integration challenges. A UAS portfolio of technical and 

operational concentrations reaches across FAA LOBs to 

holistically address domain-centric research questions.  

MITRE laboratories are designed with the capability to enable 

air traffic controllers participating in carefully designed 

exercises to manage manned and unmanned traffic scenarios 

in real-time as they would in their own air traffic facilities, and 

for pilots to fly an adjacent integrated simulator. All 

capabilities perform within the same architecture that allows 

flexibility to adjust controls in real-time during experiments.  

Operating in the public interest, MITRE explores paths to UAS 

integration by sponsoring its own efforts in high-risk UAS 

research areas, and by partnering with industry to spark 

innovative UAS problem-solving ideas. The knowledge CAASD 

gains through research and partnering endeavors informs 

significant decisions and adds operational, regulatory, and 

safety value to the FAA and industry.  

 

T 

For more information on MITRE/CAASD, visit:  

https://www.mitre.org/centers/center-for-advanced-aviation-

system-development/who-we-are 

https://www.mitre.org/centers/center-for-advanced-aviation-system-development/who-we-are
https://www.mitre.org/centers/center-for-advanced-aviation-system-development/who-we-are
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DOT Volpe National Transportation Systems 

Center 

OLPE CENTER, located in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, is the DOT National Transportation 

Systems Center. Volpe addresses emerging issues 

and advances technical, operational, and institutional 

innovations across all transportation modes. It assists in the 

deployment of state-of-the-art transportation technologies, 

such as UAS, and conducts analysis to inform decision and 

policy-making. 

Volpe Center worked in partnership with Hanscom Air Force 

Base, Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), Raytheon, and the 

MITRE Corporation on the Ground-Based Detect and Avoid 

(GBDAA) program. The program advances the science, safety, 

and efficiency of air traffic control by providing beyond visual 

line of sight capabilities to remotely piloted aircraft operations 

in the national airspace. 

Volpe’s expertise and capabilities related to UAS integration 

include the following: 

 Air traffic and collision hazard modeling 

 Airworthiness certification and certification of 

authorization (COA) efforts for specific UAS platforms 

 Cost-benefit and economic impact analyses 

 Environmental measurement and analysis 

 Human factors analysis and evaluation 

 Innovative and emerging applications for UAS (e.g., 

blockchain) 

 Operational concept validation, gap, and integration 

analyses 

 Noise measurement and noise certification standards 

 Rail safety and rail trespasser detection using UAS 

 Systems engineering to support integration of 

Unmanned Traffic Management 

 UAS use case development for surface transportation 

and public transit 

 UAS vehicle tracking and weather testing 

V 

For more information on the Volpe Center, visit:  

https://www.volpe.dot.gov/ 

https://www.volpe.dot.gov/
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Interagency Collaboration and 

Partnerships through the UAS Executive 

Committee 

 

HE FAA IS LEVERAGING the UAS technical and 

operational expertise across federal agencies. The 

UAS Executive Committee (ExCom) was established 

in 2009 to act as a focal point for resolution of issues 

on matters of policy and procedures relating to UAS access to 

the NAS, and to identify solutions to the range of technical, 

procedural, and policy concerns arising from the integration of 

the Department of Defense (DOD) UAS into the NAS.  

The UAS ExCom provides strategic guidance on initiatives and 

solutions regarding increasing access to the NAS for federal 

UAS engaged in public aircraft operations with the ultimate 

goal of routine safe access to the NAS. To address these 

challenges, the UAS ExCom allows federal agencies to share 

information, collaborate and avoid duplication of effort 

related to UAS research and development, and resolve policy 

and procedural issues on safe and secure UAS integration into 

the nation's airspace.  

 

The FAA co-chairs the UAS ExCom with the DOD, which 

includes senior executives from the FAA, DOD, and the 

following agencies: 

 

 

 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 

 National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

 Department of the Interior (DOI) 

 Department of Justice (DOJ) 

 Department of Commerce (DOC) 

 Department of Energy (DOE) 

 Department of State (DOS) 

The UAS ExCom has the following goals: 

 Coordinate and align efforts among federal 

government agencies to enable routine safe, secure, 

and efficient UAS operations in the NAS. 

 Coordinate and align efforts to effectively address 

safety and security challenges posed by errant and 

malicious UAS operations, as well as risks to UAS traffic 

management systems, with risk-based solutions to 

T 
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support the robust growth of safe and efficient UAS 

operations.  

 Coordinate and prioritize technical, operational, 

programmatic, procedural, regulatory, and policy 

solutions needed to deliver incremental capabilities.  

 Facilitate coordinated engagement by ExCom agencies 

and the broader stakeholder community. 

 Resolve conflicts among ExCom agencies, as related to 

the above goals. 

The ExCom partners are actively engaged in the various 

investigative endeavors, bringing the experience, expertise, 

and resources of these organizations in a collaborative 

framework. This is an effective means to close information 

gaps and to reach solutions for major integration challenges.  
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UAS ExCom Senior Steering Group 

(SSG) 

The UAS ExCom has two Senior Steering Groups (SSG) 

that address issues as assigned by the UAS ExCom.  

UAS Integration SSG 

The UAS Integration SSG is co-chaired by the FAA and 

DOD, and consists of decision-makers from the 

following member agencies: DHS, DOC, DOD, DOE, 

DOI, DOJ, DOS, FAA, and NASA. The UAS Integration 

SSG works to achieve several goals, including:  

 Identify strategic goals, objectives, and 

priorities that clearly define a path for near-

term access and ultimate integration of UAS 

into the NAS in a safe and secure manner, 

ensuring that agency priorities are coordinated 

and aligned to achieve common objectives. 

 Establish and prioritize strategic and tactical 

initiatives to include timelines, identification of 

resources required, and opportunities to 

leverage collaboration.  

The UAS Integration SSG also collaborates regularly 

with the UAS Security SSG. 

UAS Security SSG 

The UAS Security SSG is tri-chaired by DHS, DOJ, and FAA. Members of 

this group include decision-makers from the following member 

agencies: DHS, DOC, DOD, DOE, DOI, DOJ, DOS, NASA, and FAA.  

The goals of the UAS Security SSG include: 

 Identify strategic goals, objectives, and priorities that support 

coordination on efforts to address risks posed by errant and 

malicious UAS operations, ensuring that agency priorities are 

coordinated and aligned to achieve common objectives.  

 Maintain a shared awareness of and support coordination 

among participants in the Security SSG on: a) the development 

and implementation of operational policies, plans, and 

procedures enabling effective, risk-based, and balanced 

responses to potentially hazardous and/or threatening drone 

operations; and b) the development, testing and evaluation, 

and operational deployment and usage of UAS security 

capabilities, including UAS detect, track, and identify UAS 

mitigation technologies.  

 Collaborate often and regularly with the UAS Integration SSG in 

order to facilitate a shared vision of work efforts and identify 

overlap in responsibilities, specifically including the 

incorporation of risk-based security features into the UAS 

ecosystem, which are harmonized with safety and efficiency 

needs.  
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UAS Science and Research 

Panel (SARP) 

 

HE UAS SARP was established in 2011 by the Office of the Under Secretary 

of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics for Unmanned 

Warfare. It includes subject matter experts engaged in science and 

research related to facilitating the integration of UAS into the NAS. In June 2013, it 

was expanded to include all the ExCom government agencies. Representatives on the 

SARP include ExCom agencies, government research centers, FFRDCs, Systems 

Engineering Technical Assistance contractors, and academia engaged in UAS-related 

research. 

 

The UAS SARP is managed by a U.S. Government Senior Research Advisor and FAA 

and DOD sponsored co-chairs. Participation in SARP-coordinated research is provided 

by ExCom agencies themselves. The SARP helps to align these efforts with partner 

agency priorities and recommends technical approaches. The SARP also serves as an 

information repository and research-sharing body among the partner agencies. 

T 

The SARP’s objective is to 

coordinate interagency 

resources and expertise to 

develop specific solutions 

or recommendations to 

address shared government 

research priorities. 
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Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 

The interest of DHS in UAS is as diverse as the missions of 

its various agencies. DHS wants to use UAS for monitoring 

the U.S. border and protecting critical infrastructure, as 

well as for domestic search and rescue operations, both on 

land and in U.S. coastal waters. DHS is also investigating 

ways to prevent UAS from being used for criminal activity 

or sabotage.   

Not only does DHS regularly use drones today to support 

many of its missions, but it also has an active research 

program, led by its Science and Technology (S&T) 

Directorate.   

S&T has established a DHS Common UAS Site, located at 

three government facilities in southern Mississippi: Camp 

Shelby Joint Forces Training Center, NASA’s Stennis Space 

Center, and Singing River Island. DHS has also partnered 

with the ASSURE member Mississippi State University to 

obtain the use of the Singing River Island facility. 

Some of DHS’s work with UAS involves simply testing which 

platforms best support its missions. Other research, however, is 

more broadly applicable to the community at large. DHS is a 

partner in testing UTM, as described in the previous section.   

DHS is also looking closely at how to equip commercial UAS with 

global positioning systems (GPS) that are resistant to jamming 

(blocking GPS signals), and spoofing (broadcasting false GPS 

coordinates). This would enable UAS to operate in areas where 

bad actors may be attempting to interfere with the UAS 

navigation systems. 

Additionally, DHS is researching UAS Detection and Mitigation 

(a/k/a "Counter UAS") Systems. As part of this work, S&T 

established a test and evaluation series, the Technical Assessment 

of Counter UAS Technologies in Cities (TACTIC), to assess the 

performance and suitability of commercial Counter UAS solutions 

in homeland security settings. In 2017, DHS completed the second 

part of its TACTIC test program at the Urban Training Center at 

Marine Corps Base in Quantico, Virginia.  

 
For more information on DHS programs, visit:   

https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/unmanned-aerial-systems 

https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/unmanned-aerial-systems
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Department of the Interior (DOI)   

With a fleet of 853 unmanned aircraft as of FY20, DOI’s 

UAS program totaled 3,621 flights and 41,421 flight hours 

in 2020. Notable 2020 accomplishments of DOI’s UAS 

program include: 

 Wildland Fire Management: The DOI UAS program 

supported wildland fire management for FY20 

efforts, providing tactical operations with 

enhanced situational awareness, mapping 

products, and aerial ignition. In FY20, DOI 

conducted 1,887 UAS flights, totaling more than 

400 flight hours in 21 states for support of wildland 

fire and prescribed fire.  

 Inland Oil Spill Response Research: The DOI UAS 

program is supporting an on-going U.S. Geological 

Survey (USGS) inland oil spill response research 

effort aimed at calculating oil dispersion 

downstream following a theoretical, accidental 

release of oil into a river system. Researchers are 

utilizing UAS to collect particle tracking data, which 

will provide a critical input to USGS river flow 

velocity models.  

 Kilauea Volcano Monitoring: Following the eruption of 

Kilauea in 2018, a rare water lake formed at the bottom of 

the volcano’s crater. With the lake’s water holding much 

information about what to expect from Kilauea, scientists 

needed a safe and repeatable method to extract water 

samples from the extremely remote lake. In FY20, two 

water extraction missions were conducted, providing key 

scientific information regarding the lake’s chemical 

composition. 

For more information on DOI, visit:  

https://www.doi.gov/aviation/uas 

https://www.doi.gov/aviation/uas
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Army Technology Development Directorate 

HE ARMY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

DIRECTORATE’s (TDD) mission is to “discover, 

develop, and demonstrate aviation and missile 

modernization technologies and provide life cycle 

engineering to improve readiness.” TDD, a directorate within 

the Aviation & Missile Center (AvMC), is part of the U.S. Army 

Combat Capabilities Development Command (DEVCOM), a 

major subordinate command of the U.S. Army Futures 

Command. TDD operates from three locations, Redstone 

Arsenal (headquarters), Joint Base Langley - Fort Eustis in 

Virginia, and NASA Ames - Moffett Field in California.  

TDD S&T efforts include a broad range of activities across 

aviation and missile technology. TDD operates a number of lab 

facilities including piloted simulators, high-speed computing 

facilities, wind tunnels, and test aircraft. TDD works 

cooperatively with numerous other DOD and civilian agencies, 

industry, academia, and international partners.  

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-related efforts at TDD in the 

past twenty years have included autonomous flight control, 

low-altitude obstacle field navigation, autonomous sling load 

delivery, human-system interface, manned-unmanned 

teaming, and advanced teaming in contested environments. 

Recent activities in teaming and air-launched effects (ALE)  

 

UAVs has placed particular emphasis on foundational model-

based systems engineering and modular open systems 

approach (MOSA) architectures. Planned testing includes 

participation in the Army Futures Command Project 

Convergence and associated lead-up events. 

  

T 
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National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA)   

ASA IS A PARTNER IN UAS AND AAM INTEGRATION 

RESEARCH. The FAA and NASA have a history of 

working together on UAS research since 2003, 

under NASA’s Access 5 Project. Currently, NASA is 

collaborating with the FAA on UAS and AAM/UAM research 

under the following projects: 

UAS-NAS Project 

NASA’s UAS-NAS Project began in 2011, with the goal of 

developing research findings to reduce or eliminate the 

barriers to routine access to the NAS for UAS. As the UAS-NAS 

Project was refined and scoped, the primary research findings 

were aligned with the RTCA Special Committee 228 (SC-228) 

MOPS for DAA and C2 Communications. 

During Phase 1 of the project (2011-2016), the focus of 

research was on UAS transiting to and from Class A or special 

use airspace, traversing Class D, E, or G airspace in the NAS. 

Phase 1 research contributed to the development of SC-228 

DAA, air-to-air radar, and C2 data link MOPS. 

During Phase 2 of the project (2017-2021), the focus of 

research has been on UAS operating for extended periods of 

time in Class D, E, and G airspace. As such, research has 

contributed to DAA and C2 MOPS development for UAS 

operating in these operating environments to address the 

following technical challenges: 

 DAA Technical Challenge – UAS Detect and Avoid 

Operational Concepts and Technologies: Develop DAA 

operational concepts and technologies in support of 

standards to enable a broad range of UAS that have 

Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance (CNS) 

capabilities consistent with IFR operations with the 

requirement to detect and avoid manned and 

unmanned air traffic. 

 C2 Technical Challenge - UAS Command and Control: 

Develop terrestrial-based C2 operational concepts and 

technologies in support of standards to enable the 

broad range of UAS that have CNS capabilities 

consistent with IFR operations with the requirement to 

leverage allocated protected spectrum. 

Phase 2 has also included a Systems Integration and 

Operationalization (SIO) flight demonstration series. A key 

objective of the SIO demonstration has been to utilize 

integrated DAA, C2, and UAS vehicle technologies to support 

the pathway to type certification. Specifically, the SIO 

demonstration focuses on “operations conducted in 

controlled airspace 500 feet or more above ground level, and 

with vehicles greater than 55 lb.” 

N 
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Since 2017, the UAS-NAS Project has coordinated and 

collaborated research findings with the FAA through the UAS 

Integration Research Transition Team (RTT).  

UAS Traffic Management (UTM) Project 

In 2015, NASA began research on technology, performance 

requirements, and procedures to enable civil UAS operations 

in low altitude airspace. An RTT was established to coordinate 

the NASA and FAA efforts for exploring a new paradigm in air 

traffic management that will integrate the anticipated new 

volume of small UAS operations into the NAS without 

overtaxing the current ATM system.  

NASA’s research concept specifically addressed small UAS 

BVLOS operations below 400 feet in airspace that contains 

low-density manned aircraft operations. NASA developed a 

phased approach for its UTM development and testing, 

building from rural to urban environments and from low- to 

high-density airspaces. This progression of Technical Capability 

Levels (TCL) brought in industry partners to assure the concept 

would enable their business cases and spur innovative 

solutions. The TCLs ranged from low risk visual line of sight 

(VLOS) operations to complex operations in high density urban 

environments as shown below. 
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The testing culminated in demonstrations in the downtown 

Reno, Nevada and Corpus Christi, Texas areas in 2019. Results 

from the TCLs have been published and technology transfers 

to the FAA of the UTM system concept, designs and software 

concluded in 2020. The UTM demonstrations showed that a 

highly automated, federated, service-based architecture is 

feasible for safely managing future small UAS traffic demands. 

The UTM concept has been further tested by the FAA with 

NASA collaboration in the UTM Pilot Program Phases 1 and 2. 

The UTM concept became a starting point for researching 

traffic management for other vehicle types and airspace 

domains such as UAM and High Class E airspace under either 

BVLOS or VLOS conditions. The FAA will continue to 

coordinate with NASA to integrate this research to meet the 

FAA’s established and emerging research needs for low 

altitude UAS operations. 

Air Traffic Management – eXploration (ATM-X) 

Project 

The ATM-X project works with the FAA and industry to 

improve the NAS to efficiently and safely improve mobility and 

connectivity in a digitally-integrated environment. The goals of 

ATM-X are to develop concepts, conduct research to inform 

standards, and build reference technologies toward 

enabling safe and efficient airspace access for all users, 

vehicles, and missions. 

The ATM-X technical goals, to be realized over two phases, are 

to explore alternate methods of incorporating new 

technologies into the NAS using a “service-oriented paradigm” 

based on UTM principles. UTM principles allow for system and 

management flexibility whenever possible and impose 

structure when required. Additionally, UTM principles will 

help enable seamless airspace access for all users, scalability 

for new demand and users, collaboration through digital 

information exchange, resilience to disruptions and 

uncertainty, and increased availability and use of service. 

During Phase 1 research (FY18- FY20), the project worked with 

the FAA and industry to develop initial concepts of operations 

for early UAM operations and mature UAM operations. A 

series of studies looked at how initial UAM operations would 

integrate into the airspace, and extended the UTM inspired 

“service-oriented paradigm” for UAM operations and explored 

a subset of the services that are expected to be necessary for 

UAM operations. 

The second Phase for ATM-X (FY21-FY26) will build towards 

longer-term goals, and address challenges and activities 

informed by Phase 1 results and evaluations. In Phase 2, NASA 

will work with FAA and industry to develop concepts for a 

future air traffic system to enable routine access for a wide   
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range of vehicles and missions by maturing technologies and 

the service-oriented ATM system in collaboration with the 

FAA and industry. ATM-X will continue to focus on UAM 

operations, conduct research to extend the UTM principles to 

high altitude airspace operations, work with industry to 

enable routine NAS access for increasingly autonomous 

vehicle operations, and improve the access and use of data for 

advanced decision making techniques in air traffic 

management.   

ATM-X coordinates with NASA’s AAM project to provide the 

airspace system for the National Campaign (NC) series, which 

tests the readiness of the UAM industry based on a set of 

scenarios. 

Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) Project 

Building on more than 100 years of aviation innovation, the 

AAM Project focuses on emerging aviation markets that will 

provide substantial benefit to the U.S. public and industry. 

Starting with UAM, the AAM Project will promote the 

development of new industries, with a focus on concepts and 

technologies enabling a scalable transportation system. AAM 

activities will: 

 Concentrate on high-benefit efforts that bring 

transformational improvements to the 

multidisciplinary ecosystem of UAM. 

 Act as a community catalyst for developing and 

validating system-level concepts and solutions, both 

within AAM and in coordination with other NASA 

projects. 

 Lead integration and realization of many elements of 

the Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) 

Strategic Thrust 6 - Assured Autonomy for Aviation 

Transformation, as well as supporting other ARMD 

projects in the realization of Strategic Thrusts 1 - Safe, 

Efficient Growth in Global Operations; 4 - Safe, Quiet, 

and Affordable Vertical Lift Air Vehicles; and 5 - In-

Time System-Wide Safety Assurance. 

The AAM Project includes three subprojects: the NC 

subproject, the Automated Flight and Contingency 

Management (AFCM) subproject, and the High Density 

Vertiplex (HDV) subproject.   
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The AAM National Campaign will begin with a series of 

activities in 2022. The AAM NC series is designed to: 

 Promote public confidence in AAM safety. 

 Give prospective vehicle manufacturers and operators, 

as well as prospective airspace service providers, 

insights into the evolving regulatory and operational 

environment. 

 Facilitate community-wide learning while capturing the 

public’s imagination. 

The AAM NC will bring together aircraft manufacturers and 

airspace service providers to identify maturity levels for 

vehicle performance, safety assurance, airspace 

interoperability, etc., and to develop and demonstrate 

integrated solutions for civil use. 

The AFCM subproject will develop and validate key vehicle 

automation functions and candidate certification methods 

that safely enable simplified piloting and high-density flight 

operations in low-visibility conditions and obstacle challenged 

urban environments for both nominal and off-nominal 

operating conditions. 

The HDV subproject will develop a prototype high-density 

vertiplex concept to assess scalable and efficient aircraft 

operations, flight and airspace management procedures, and 

interoperability of capabilities needed to support UAM 

Maturity Level 4 (UML-4) and the expansion of small UAS part 

135 operations. 

Revolutionary Vertical Lift Technology (RVLT) 

Project  

The RVLT project develops and validates tools, technologies, 

and concepts to overcome key barriers to the expanded use of 

vertical lift configurations in the NAS. RVLT research advances 

technologies that will improve configuration noise, safety, 

payload, cost and speed; the research is targeted at opening 

new markets with new configurations and capabilities. The 

research is accomplished through advanced computer-based 

multi-fidelity prediction methods, use of unique NASA 

facilities, and state-of-the art experimental techniques. The 

RVLT vision is to create a future where vertical take-off and 

landing (VTOL) configurations operate quietly, safely, 

efficiently, affordably, and routinely as an integral part of 

everyday life. 

Many of the technologies and research findings developed 

under the RVLT project may be applicable to a broad array of 

vertical flight operations from unmanned cargo delivery to 

UAM. The primary RVLT focus is on the vehicle technology and 

advances in propulsion reliability, vehicle design and 

operational safety, and noise modeling may have a substantial 
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effect on integration and operation in the NAS for the UAM 

class of vehicle. 

Primary technology areas affecting UAM research are specific 

individual vehicle and fleet noise performance, and electric 

propulsion reliability. By FY23, the RVLT Project is expected to 

deliver: 

 Validated tools and documentation for fleet noise 

modeling and demonstrate fleet noise assessments of 

representative UAM operations. 

 Validated tools and documentation for assessing 

tradeoffs between the noise and performance of UAM 

VTOL aircraft. 

 Design guidelines, research findings, and new concepts 

that improve propulsion system component and 

electric motor reliability. 

Beyond FY21, the RVLT Project will continue to progress tools 

and technologies addressing noise and electric propulsion. In 

addition, the RVLT Project will advance research addressing 

acceptable handling and ride qualities for UAM vehicles, crash 

safety, and weather tolerant vehicle technologies. 

 

 

System-Wide Safety (SWS) Project  

The System-Wide Safety (SWS) project has two primary goals: 

 The first goal is to explore, discover and understand 

how safety could be affected by the growing 

complexity of advanced aviation systems designed to 

improve the efficiency of flight, and by the increasing 

number and type of aircraft – piloted and otherwise – 

available to an ever-growing number and type of 

customers. 

 The second goal is to develop and demonstrate the 

research tools, innovative technologies and 

operational methods that will proactively mitigate 

those potential risks in order to maintain the aviation 

industry’s unparalleled safety record. 

To maintain current levels of safety, the transformed NAS will 

need different safety mechanisms and protections than the 

present system. To accommodate these changes, the SWS 

Project activities are directed toward developing an In-Time 

Aviation Safety Management System (IASMS), recommended 

by the National Academy. IASMS will increase access to 

relevant data, as well as provide integrated analysis 

capabilities, improved in-time detection and alerting of 

hazards, decision support tools and automated safety 

mitigation strategies. The SWS Project leverages the service-

For more information on NASA’s RVLT Project, visit: 

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs/aavp/rvlt 
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oriented ATM system being explored in the ATM-X project to 

develop safety services, functions and capabilities for current 

operations as well as new entrants such as UAS/UAM. The 

SWS Project activities between 2020 and 2025 will help enable 

safety assessments for UAS/UAM integration by developing 

and demonstrating: 

 A risk assessment capability that uses data analytics 

and predictive models help to evaluate safety margins 

of new entrant operations in an airspace as the density 

and complexity of operations increases.  

 Dependable monitoring, assessment, and mitigation 

capabilities for safety-critical risks to beyond visual line 

of sight low altitude unmanned aircraft operations 

near populated areas. 

 Cost-efficient verification and validation methods that 

provide justifiable confidence in safety claims for 

designs of complex ATM/avionics systems, including 

increasingly autonomous, nondeterministic systems. 

This work is critical for delivering on ARMD’s Strategic 

Thrust 6 - Assured Autonomy for Aviation 

Transformation. 

Resilient Autonomy (RA) Research Activity 

RA is the cumulation of years of NASA collision avoidance 

research which was recently jointly funded under a DOD Joint 

Capabilities Technology Demonstration with investments and 

partnerships from NASA, DOD, FAA, and industry. The goal of 

RA is to provide improved autonomous safety capabilities for 

a range of UAS. RA has a very close connection with the FAA 

and is structured to establish an FAA certification process for 

increasing levels of autonomy on UAS. Standards work is being 

coordinated through both the FAA and ASTM. RA will continue 

through the summer of 2021, with final deliverables including 

an Expandable Variable-Autonomy Architecture software, 

flight-test artifacts to support safe integration of increasingly 

automated UAS, and a plan which informs certification 

strategies and architecture best practices for increasingly 

automated aircraft (both manned and unmanned). 

RA has taken a stepwise approach to informing the UAS 

certification process by first looking at a part 23 vehicle with 

increasing levels of autonomy during FY19. Flight-test artifacts 

were infused into the part 23 certification process to assess 

the impact of increased levels of autonomy. During FY20 and 

FY21, collections of flight-test artifacts will be used to develop 

a crosswalk between part 23 and an improved certification 

process for increasing levels of autonomy on a UAS. RA will 

culminate in an operational demonstration of a mission using 

high levels of automation conducted in the NAS during the 

summer of 2021. In May 2020, RA delivered a guide for 

certifying automated ground and air collision avoidance 

systems on general aviation aircraft. In September 2021, RA 

will deliver a certification guide for increasingly automated 
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aircraft, and a gap analysis of additional work needed by 

NASA, FAA, and industry to enable routine access for fully 

automated aircraft into the NAS. 

AAM/UAM Research Technology Transfer 

NASA and the FAA collaborate on research efforts through 

RTTs and other working groups (WGs) to ensure that research 

and development needs are identified, jointly conducted, and 

effectively transferred to the implementing agency. RTTs and 

WGs provide a structured forum for researchers and 

implementers to work together on a continuing basis to 

ensure research results will be fully leveraged in the evolution 

of air navigation services. Members include key NASA and FAA 

stakeholders who are responsible for planning, conducting, 

receiving, and utilizing the research conducted under RTTs and 

WGs. The FAA provides subject matter experts to participate 

within these NASA research efforts to ensure FAA research 

objectives are considered and to identify potential areas of 

research collaboration. Currently there are two UAS-related 

RTTS, one UAS-related WG, and one WG related specifically to 

AAM/UAM. 

UAS Integration RTT: The UAS Integration RTT ensures that 

FAA and NASA collaborative efforts to enable safe UAS access 

will be properly coordinated across the two organizations and 

supports NASA’s UAS-NAS Project. This RTT was sunset at the 

end of FY21 Q2. 

UTM RTT: The UTM RTT ensures that FAA and NASA 

collaborative efforts on emerging research needs for low 

altitude operations will be coordinated across the two 

organizations and supports the UTM Project. This RTT has 

been extended to support FAA implementation of UTM and 

NASA follow-on research in the ATM-X project. 

System-Wide Safety RTT:  The System-Wide Safety RTT 

ensures coordination of FAA and NASA collaborative efforts. 

Under this RTT, the FAA and NASA have developed a UAM-

based ConOps for an In-time Aviation Safety Management 

System that is being vetted with industry stakeholders. 

AAM WG: The AAM WG ensures that FAA and NASA 

collaborative research on emerging needs for AAM vehicles 

will be coordinated across the two organizations in support of 

the NASA’s AAM project. The initial use case considered will 

be for UAM operations. 
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Advanced Air Mobility/Urban Air Mobility 

UAM, a subset of AAM, is an industry initiative that focuses on 

advances in automation and eVTOL technology, for the 

purpose of providing passenger and cargo transport in a 

networked urban environment.  

 

The FAA led the development of the UAM ConOps and the 

drafting of an AAM strategic framework. The UAS/AAM 

Integration Research Plan identifies the intersections of UAS 

and AAM, and the research needed to support them. It will 

also identify touch points to NASA’s AAM concepts. 

    

NASA’s AAM project focuses on enabling new markets that 

will provide substantial benefit to the U.S. public and industry. 

NASA’s vision is to revolutionize mobility in and around 

metropolitan areas by enabling a safe, efficient, convenient, 

affordable, and accessible air transport system for passengers 

and cargo. Starting with UAM, the AAM project will be a 

community catalyst and develop system-level concepts and 

solutions. This will be done by working both within AAM and 

in coordination with other NASA projects.  

 

 

 

The concepts and solutions developed under AAM will be 

required for ecosystem realization, multi-disciplinary high-risk 

operations, and result in transformational improvements to 

the air transportation system. 
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Internal Agency Collaboration through the 

AAM Executive Council  

HE ADVANCED AIR MOBILITY INTEGRATION 

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL was established in 2021 to 

facilitate the safe, scalable, and timely integration of 

AAM operations into the NAS. 

The Council is led by the Executive Director of the UAS 

Integration Office (AUS) and has two representative 

executives, a primary member and an alternate, from, at a 

minimum, the following Lines of Business: Aviation Safety, the 

Air Traffic Organization, the Office of Airports, and the Office 

of Security and Hazardous Materials Safety. The Council also 

includes two representative executives, a primary member 

and an alternate, from each of the following staff offices: Chief 

Counsel; Policy, International Affairs & Environment; 

Government and Industry Affairs; and Communications. The 

Council reports to the existing FAA Management Board, which 

currently oversees UAS integration and commercial space 

efforts.  

The Council is responsible for the following functions: 

1. Setting AAM integration objectives, reporting progress 

against the objectives, and ensuring the agency meets 

these objectives. 

2. Leading the development of an AAM Integration Plan 

and assisting FAA organizations in supporting the 

achievement of strategic goals and milestones. 

3. Ensuring overall safety and risk-based integration goals 

are being met, with consideration for the potential 

impact on traditional aviation. 

4. Supporting the development, implementation, and 

maintenance of regulations, policy, guidance, 

requirements, criteria, and procedures for emerging 

AAM operations. 

5. Resolving applicant or project-specific issues that 

create risk(s) for the agency’s AAM integration 

objectives. 

6. Overseeing communications and outreach for AAM 

integration into the NAS, including the education and 

communication of AAM-related policies. 

 

 

T 
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The FAA’s Center of Excellence (COE) for 

UAS Research  

 

N MAY OF 2015, the FAA selected ASSURE, led by 

Mississippi State University, to be its COE for UAS. The 

UAS COE provides one-for-one matching contributions to 

the government’s investments, maximizing benefits to the 

taxpayer.  

 

The ASSURE team brings together many of the leading UAS 

and aviation universities, which have a proven commitment to 

UAS research and development and the necessary resources 

to provide the matching contribution to the government’s 

investment. ASSURE members coordinate with three FAA UAS 

Test Sites, lead four research centers, and have seven airfields 

with a combined UAS fleet of 340 aircraft. 

 

The ASSURE alliance leverages expertise across a broad 

spectrum of research areas including ATC interoperability, UAS 

airport ground operations, control and communications, DAA, 

human factors, UAS noise reduction, UAS wake signatures, 

unmanned aircraft pilot training and certification, low altitude 

operations safety, spectrum management, and UTM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I 

For more information including published research reports, 

visit: http://www.assureuas.org/ 

http://www.assureuas.org/
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ASSURE UAS Safety Research Center (SRC) 

 

ER THE CONSOLIDATED APPROPRIATIONS ACT OF 

2017, the ASSURE alliance established the UAS SRC in 

March 2020, to serve as the operational testing and 

validation arm of the ASSURE COE. The SRC provides the 

unique ability to:  

 

 Incrementally build specific, tailored RDT&E capability to 

support FAA goals  

 

 Purchase specialized test/measurement equipment, 

develop tailored models and simulations, integrate multi-

school capabilities into an on-demand, multi-discipline 

RDT&E facility  

 

 Accomplish additional RDT&E capability growth 

(equipment and staffing) resourced from industry and 

other government agencies through the ASSURE Research 

& Development Corporation  

Any FAA LOB can sponsor COE research. Other government 

research organizations can also sponsor research with federal 

grants that the COE will match with appropriate resources. 

The UAS COE may also conduct research funded entirely by 

industry. 

 

 

P 

For more information on ASSURE, visit:  

http://www.assureuas.org  

http://www.assureuas.org/
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UAS Test Sites 

 

HE FAA MODERNIZATION AND REFORM ACT (FMRA) 

of 2012 (PL 112-95) required that the FAA select six 

UAS Test Sites. On December 30, 2013, the 

Administrator announced the following awardees: University 

of Alaska, State of Nevada, Griffiss International Airport (NY), 

North Dakota Department of Commerce, Texas A&M 

University – Corpus Christi, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

and State University (Virginia Tech). As directed in the FMRA 

of 2012, these selections were based on consideration of 

geographic diversity, climatic diversity, and ground 

infrastructure along with various capabilities. The FAA 

Extension, Safety, and Security Act of 2016 (PL 114-190), 

enacted July 15, 2016, established New Mexico State 

University as the seventh UAS Test Site. The original 5-year 

(UAS Test Site) program was extended for two more years 

under FESSA 2016, then extended another four years under 

the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 (FRA 2018), and is 

scheduled to continue until September 30, 2023.  

Consistent with the Congressional mandate established in the 

FMRA 2012, the FAA’s objective was to have at least one of 

the UAS Test Sites operational within 180 days of the 

selection. Each UAS Test Site Operator had to attest to specific 

requirements in order to obtain approval for UAS flight  

operations. On April 21, 2014, within four months of the UAS 

Test Sites’ selection, the FAA announced that the North 

Dakota Department of Commerce Test Site was the first UAS 

Test Site to be approved for flight operations. It conducted its 

first flight operation on May 5, 2014. Four of the six UAS Test 

Sites were operational within 180 days of the selection, 

meeting the FAA’s mandate objective. 

Each UAS Test Site has developed its own operating processes 

and procedures and safety risk management plans to conduct 

its research through flight operations. Research is conducted 

on behalf of academic institutions, commercial enterprises, 

foreign government agencies, and federal, state, and local 

governments. The focus of testing varies among the sites, 

providing a wide spectrum of analytical results. The data 

derived on UAS operations and vehicles from the Test Sites 

provides invaluable information to the FAA and its UAS 

research partners.  

T 
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AS TEST SITES have supported first responder 

emergencies and are very active in community 

outreach. Regularly scheduled meetings are held 

between the UAS Test Sites and the FAA in the form of 

teleconferences and technical interchange meetings. These 

afford the UAS Test Sites a forum to exchange research 

information, challenges, and lessons learned and an 

opportunity for the UAS Test Sites to better understand how 

they can support the FAA goal of UAS integration into the 

NAS.  

During these meetings, the FAA provides an opportunity for 

the UAS Test Sites to speak with FAA subject matter experts 

on research areas of interest. Additionally, UAS Test Sites 

receive guidance and support on various research projects 

during one-on-one meetings.  

The following table depicts flight statistics self-reported from 

the UAS Test Sites’ mission logging system. 

 

 

U UAS Operational Test Sites 

For more information on the UAS Test Sites, visit:  

https://www.faa.gov/uas/programs_partnerships/test_sites/ 

https://www.faa.gov/uas/programs_partnerships/test_sites/
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Additional Research Organizations  
 

DDITIONAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS help contribute to 

the rapid advances in technology presented across the UAS 

industry. These organizations bring various perspectives 

towards solving complex problems and challenges. The FAA 

collaborates with the following organizations, leveraging their 

unique perspectives and expertise in UAS research:  

 National Academy of Public Administration 

 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine: 

Transportation Research Board (TRB), Aeronautics and Space 

Engineering Board (ASEB) 

 Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Lincoln 

Laboratory 

 Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 

 Research, Engineering and Development Advisory Committee 

(REDAC) 

A 

Integration efforts will provide 

a foundation for creating and 

modifying FAA policies and 

procedures to permit more 

routine forms of UAS access 

and enable both manned and 

unmanned aircraft to fly 

together in an environment 

that meets or exceeds today’s 

level of safety and efficiency. 
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National Academies of Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine: 

Transportation Research Board (TRB),  

Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board (ASEB) 

The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and 

Medicine includes the TRB and the ASEB, providing an 

independent, authoritative forum for research. 

Through an objective and interdisciplinary approach, TRB 

stimulates research on topics that will have the greatest 

impact on transportation. TRB’s research includes practical 

and ready-to-implement products, a bibliographic database, 

and a peer-reviewed journal. They also administer the Airport 

Cooperative Research Program (ACRP), which has sponsored 

studies on how to integrate UAS and UAM into airport 

operations. TRB also has multiple standing committees 

dedicated to working on topics related to aviation. UAS and 

AAM are covered under these standing committees, such as 

the Standing Committee on New Users of Shared Airspace. 

The ASEB was established in 1967 “to focus talents and 

energies of the engineering community on significant 

aerospace policies and programs.” ASEB oversees ad hoc 

committees that make recommendations on priorities and 

procedures for achieving aerospace engineering objectives, 

and offers a way to bring engineering and other related 

science expertise to bear work on aerospace issues of national 

importance. Among these issues are: NASA’s aeronautics 

research program; national aeronautics research and 

development policy; commercial space activities; UAS 

operations, and other aerospace engineering topics. 

The National Academies, TRB, and ASEB address aviation-

related challenges such as UAS operations through the 

formation of industry expert ad hoc committees. These 

committees help create a national research agenda for the 

development of the tools needed to detect, predict, and 

prevent safety problems in the NAS in real-time.  
 

For more information, visit: 

www.nationalacademies.org, 

http://www.trb.org/InformationServices/Snap.aspx,  

http://www.trb.org/Aviation1/TRBCommittees.aspx, and 

www.trb.org/ACRP   

http://www.nationalacademies.org/
http://www.trb.org/InformationServices/Snap.aspx
http://www.trb.org/Aviation1/TRBCommittees.aspx
http://www.trb.org/ACRP
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Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 

The AFRL is a global technical enterprise organization that 

supports the DOD through scientific and technical innovation. 

AFRL’s mission is to lead the discovery, development, and 

integration of affordable warfighting technologies for air, 

space, and cyberspace forces. 

AFRL is responsible for planning and executing the Air Force 

science and technology program. The Laboratory was formed 

at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio on October 31, 1997, 

as a consolidation of four Air Force laboratory facilities 

(Wright, Phillips, Rome, and Armstrong) and the Air Force 

Office of Scientific Research under a unified command. 

Since the Laboratory's formation in 1997, it has conducted 

numerous experiments and technical demonstrations in 

conjunction with NASA, Department of Energy National 

Laboratories, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA), and other research organizations within the DOD. 

The Aerospace Systems Directorate of the AFRL, located at 

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, is developing technologies 

that support cost-effective and survivable vehicles, including 

UAS, capable of accurate and quick delivery of a variety of 

future weapons or cargo anywhere. It has pioneered human 

factors research and developed integrated technologies for 

developing small and micro UAS for military applications. Due 

to the military’s need for highly accurate UAS navigation and 

networking capabilities, AFRL research is forging pathways for 

industry to ensure safer and more cost-effective UAS 

solutions. In 2017, the FAA signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) with AFRL to develop standards for 

measuring noise levels of small UAS. The research leverages 

the AFRL’s anechoic chamber, which is a room designed to 

completely absorb reflections of either sound or 

electromagnetic waves.  

Artist's rendition of the X-37 Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle 

The Air Force launched Agility Prime in April 2020, a program 

to accelerate the growth of the transformative vertical flight 

market for subsequent government use. The program is run in 

partnership between the Program Executive Office for 

Mobility and AFRL, seeking to operationalize commercial 

eVTOL vehicles for military missions, and accelerate the 

emerging commercial eVTOL market in the United States. 

  For more information on the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL), 

visit: https://afresearchlab.com/about/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wright-Patterson_Air_Force_Base
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ohio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Department_of_Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Department_of_Energy_National_Laboratories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Department_of_Energy_National_Laboratories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DARPA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Department_of_Defense
https://afresearchlab.com/about/
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL) 

MIT/LL is an FFRDC sponsored by the DOD, conducting 

scientific research and analysis, systems development and 

prototyping, and systems acquisition solutions. MIT/LL has 

been developing DAA logic and tracking capabilities for UAS, 

as well as conducting high fidelity modeling and simulation to 

support DAA safety studies and FAA separation standards. The 

Communications Division of MIT/LL has been working on 

ground-to-ground communications between the UAS pilot and 

ATC. It leverages its expertise in C2 link robustness and 

security as applied to United States Air Force (USAF) UAS. The 

Cyber Security Division of MIT/LL is applying expertise to USAF 

aviation ground and airborne systems, including UAS. 

A key enabling infrastructure is the Lincoln Lab Super-

Computing Center, provided free to the government, which 

allows massive complex and computer-intensive simulations 

to support rapid system development, logic fine tuning, and 

development of standards, such as defining “well clear.” 

DOD Ground-Based Sense and Avoid (GBSAA)  

A multi-sensor fusion and tracking system and the threat 

detection and maneuver guidance logic were developed by 

MIT/LL to support development and validation of Army 

GBSAA, and Navy and USAF airborne DAA programs. MIT/LL 

has built aircraft encounter models for a wide variety of 

aircraft and airspace types. They are being leveraged for 

developing “well clear” standards for large and small UAS, in 

which quantitative definitions for safe separation are termed 

“well clear.” 

MIT/LL performs HITL testing to ensure system usability by 

pilots and air traffic control. Specifically, it is conducting 

extensive HITL evaluation of the Army GBSAA system, leading 

to use of the system in the NAS under current FAA rules and 

standards.  

MIT/LL has extensive flight test expertise that has been 

developed over the last few decades and maintains a large 

flight facility with aircraft from small UAS to small manned 

aircraft, and from business jets to a Boeing 707. In recent 

years, MIT/LL has worked to develop and conduct DAA flight 

test planning and execution for UAS. 
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MIT/LL Small UAS Testbed 

MIT/LL has developed a small UAS testbed that is used to test 

sensors, DAA logic, communications architectures, and 

concepts of operations. The testbed is being used to develop 

and demonstrate DAA sensors, logic, and communications 

architectures to enable small UAS to avoid conflicts with 

manned aircraft. The key attributes of the testbed are: 

 Multiple types of aircraft, fixed wing and rotorcraft 

 Multiple types of control systems 

Various sensors and payloads allow testing of a wide variety of 

DAA system architectures, use applications, and concepts of 

operation. 

Key applications to date include: 

 DAA architecture development and validation 

 Sensor evaluations 

 Operations involving multiple UAS per operator 

 Communications architecture validation 

 Humanitarian response concept of operations 

development 

 

For more information on the MIT/Lincoln Laboratory, visit: https://www.ll.mit.edu/ 

https://www.ll.mit.edu/
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Research, Engineering and Development 

Advisory Committee (REDAC) 

Established in 1989, the FAA's REDAC provides advice and 

recommendations to the FAA Administrator on the needs, 

objectives, plans, approaches, content, and accomplishments 

of the aviation research portfolio. The REDAC also assists in 

ensuring FAA research is coordinated with other government 

agencies and industry partners.  

The REDAC considers aviation research needs in five areas: 

 NAS operations 

 Airport technology 

 Aviation safety 

 Human factors 

 Environment and energy  

 

Committee members represent corporations, universities, 

associations, consumers, and government agencies. Their 

diverse experience helps guide FAA’s research planning to 

solve the UAS integration puzzle. 

 

 

For more information on the REDAC, visit:   

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ang/redac/  
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Industry Collaboration and Partnerships 

HE FAA IS ENGAGING with industry to evaluate 

standards that support UAS operations in an 

expanding set of missions, platforms, and 

capabilities. The UAS community needs standards to address 

all aspects of UAS production and operation, including UAS 

design and airworthiness, software assurance, operations and 

mission requirements, pilot training, and maintenance. UAS 

standards needed to support operations include standards for 

C2 systems, DAA technology, and identification and tracking 

capabilities.  

The FAA has committed to hosting the annual UAS 

Symposium, an opportunity for the broader stakeholder 

community to raise issues, concerns, and to provide input to 

the FAA. Follow-on meetings from the UAS Symposiums are 

conducted to share the insights and actions resulting from 

industry engagement.  

 

In addition to the UAS Symposium, the FAA will also convene 

regular meetings with proponents who are proposing new 

operational missions that may not be permitted through the 

current regulations and routine approval processes. These 

working sessions will be used to explore options for moving 

forward, including the possibility of establishing future 

initiatives jointly with industry. 

 

T 
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Drone Advisory Committee (DAC) 

 

The FAA initially chartered the DAC in 2016 to provide 

independent advice and recommendations to the FAA and to 

respond to specific taskings received from the FAA. The DAC is 

an FAA Federal Advisory Committee and its membership 

includes senior executives that represent the spectrum of the 

UAS stakeholder community. 

 

The DAC’s goal is to provide an open venue for FAA and UAS 

stakeholders to work in partnership to identify and 

recommend a single, consensus-driven set of 

recommendations for issues regarding the efficiency and 

safety of integrating UAS into the NAS. In 2018 the DAC was 

re-chartered to operate directly under the FAA, with no DAC 

subcommittee or task groups. The new focus allows DAC 

members to provide advice directly to the FAA at DAC 

meetings, and its recommendations may be used for tactical 

and strategic planning purposes. 

 

The DAC acts solely in an advisory capacity and does not 

exercise program management responsibilities. Decisions 

directly affecting the implementation of transportation policy 

will remain with the FAA Administrator and the Secretary of 

Transportation. 

 

 

 

 

The DAC will: 

a) Undertake only tasks assigned by the FAA. 

b) Deliberate on and approve recommendations for 

assigned tasks in meetings that are open to the public. 

c) Respond to ad-hoc informational requests from the 

FAA and/or provide input to the FAA on the overall 

DAC structure (including the structure of 

subcommittees and/or task groups).  

For more information on the DAC, visit:  

https://www.faa.gov/uas/programs_partnerships/drone_advis

ory_committee/  
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UAS BEYOND Program  

On October 25, 2017, a Presidential Memorandum 

directed the Secretary of Transportation to establish 

a pilot program under which state, local, and tribal 

governments could submit proposals to the 

Secretary to test and evaluate the integration of civil 

and public UAS operations into the low altitude NAS. 

The DOT/FAA announced the establishment of the 

Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Pilot 

Program (UAS IPP) in the Federal Register Notice 

dated Wednesday, November 8, 2017. The FAA 

coordinated and collaborated with nine state, local 

and tribal lead participants. During the IPP’s three 

year timespan, a lot of work was accomplished to 

integrate UAS into the NAS and it concluded on 

October 25, 2020 as mandated, leaving numerous 

challenges still to be conquered.  

The UAS BEYOND Program is a four-year program 

designed and implemented to take on those 

challenges and continue the IPP mission. Specifically, 

BEYOND will focus on enabling BVLOS operations 

that are repeatable, scalable, and economically 

viable across rural, suburban, and urban 

environments. There will be specific emphasis on 

infrastructure inspection, public aircraft operations,  

and small package delivery, along with analyzing and quantifying the 

societal and economic benefits of UAS operations and ensuring 

robust community engagement efforts.  

To launch the Program, FAA invited the nine state, local, and tribal 

government Lead Participants from the IPP. On October 26, 2020, 

the UAS BEYOND Program officially began with memoranda of 

agreement signed between the FAA and the majority of the IPP lead 

Participants. The FAA is working with each Lead Participant to refine 

and provide detail on their plans for BEYOND. Currently, the Lead 

Participants have the following operational objectives: 

 Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma  

o Agricultural Operations – Cattle monitoring 

o Infrastructure Inspections – Power lines 

o Public Safety – Search and Rescue 

o Small Package Delivery 

o Weather Operations 
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 City of Reno 

o Public Safety – Search and Rescue; 
river rescue; wildfire management 

o Cargo Delivery across Lake Tahoe 

o Small Package Delivery between fire 
stations 

o Infrastructure Inspection  

 Kansas Department of Transportation 

o Public Safety 

o Cargo Delivery 

o Infrastructure Inspection 

o Statewide Connectivity 

 Memphis-Shelby County Airport Authority  

o Airport Surface and Perimeter 
Surveillance 

o Runway/Taxiway Foreign Object 
Damage Inspection 

o Aircraft Parts Payload Delivery 

 North Carolina Department of 
Transportation 

o Infrastructure Inspection 

o Small Package/Cargo Delivery (including Medical)  

o Public Safety Missions 

 North Dakota Department of Transportation 

o Infrastructure Inspection – Pipelines, Transmission 
and Distribution Lines, Railroad, Gravel Roads, and 
Highways 

o Cargo Delivery - Medical and Spare Parts 

o Public Safety – Smart City 

 University of Alaska-Fairbanks 

o Linear Infrastructure Inspection – Oil and Gas 
Pipelines 

o Cargo Delivery 

 Virginia Center for Innovative Technology  

o Package Delivery – Food and Small Package 

o Damage Assessment – Post-Event/Insurance 
Application 

o Infrastructure Inspection – Electrical Transmission 
Lines 

 

For more information on the BEYOND program, visit: 

https://www.faa.gov/uas/programs_partnerships/beyond/ 
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UTM Pilot Program (UPP) 

The UAS Traffic Management (UTM) 

Pilot Program (UPP) developed new 

ways to maintain the safe and efficient 

use of national airspace while 

promoting commerce and providing 

scalable and cost-effective services for the benefit of all. 

 

UTM is the manner in which the FAA will support UAS 

operating in low altitude airspace. It utilizes industry’s ability 

to supply services under the FAA’s regulatory authority where 

these services do not currently exist. UTM is a community-

based, cooperative traffic management system, where the 

UAS operators and entities providing operations support 

services are responsible for the coordination, execution, and 

management of operations, with rules established by FAA.  

 

Per the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018, the UPP was 

congressionally directed to meet additional objectives. The 

progress achieved with UPP Phase 2 provides critical input to 

public and private sector entities necessary to the successful 

implementation of the UTM infrastructure and supporting 

systems. Through demonstrations, USSs were able to provide 

additional information to UAS operators to support strategic 

deconfliction, such as geographical boundary data of other 

operations to facilitate 4D conflict detection. This enabled the 

operators to better plan their UTM operations and will further 

support BVLOS operations in the future. UPP Phase 2 

successfully demonstrated the use of enhanced security 

capabilities via message signing and trusted digital certificates, 

in addition to demonstrating off-nominal events, USS 

conformance monitoring, and manned aircraft detection and 

alert. The results of the UPP Phase 2 demonstrations will inform 

FAA implementation of UTM services and capabilities. 

 

 

UPP Phase 2 Highlights 

 UPP Phase 2 demonstrated the following emerging UTM 
capabilities that will support BVLOS operations: 

o The FAA Flight Information Management System (FIMS) 
prototype and infrastructure, which gives the FAA 
access to information from industry and other 
stakeholders. 

o New technologies and data to validate the latest 
international standards for remote ID and support 
authorized users with specific operator data. 

o Validated UTM standards for in-flight conflict 
management in high-density airspace. 

o UAS Volume Reservations (UVRs) to notify sUAS 
operators of emergencies and make sure other UTM 
capabilities work properly in these scenarios. 

o Secure information exchanges between the FAA, 
industry, and authorized users to ensure data integrity. 

To view the UPP Phase 2 Final Report, please visit:  

https://www.faa.gov/uas/research_development/traffic_manag

ement/utm_pilot_program/media/FY20_UPP2_Final_Report.pdf 
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Aviation Rulemaking Committees (ARCs) 

The FAA often establishes ARCs, comprised of industry 

representatives, to provide information, advice, and 

recommendations to the FAA. (The FAA maintains the sole 

authority to formulate agency policy.) ARCs are formed on an 

ad hoc basis, for a specific purpose, and are typically of limited 

duration.   

Each ARC operates under a charter issued by the FAA 

Administrator, which specifies the objectives and scope, 

information about the workload, specific deadlines, and 

expected deliverables. The FAA has employed a number of 

ARCs in support of UAS rulemaking. These are described in the 

table below.   

 

ARC Name Purpose Status 

1. Small UAS ARC The Small UAS ARC was formed to assess the safety of small UAS, with the 
intention of helping the FAA promulgate regulations for their design, operation 
and registration. The committee’s findings ultimately contributed to the 
development of FAA’s part 107 Small UAS rule.   

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/
index.cfm/document/information?documentID=300   

Chartered April 2008 

Concluded April 2009 

2. UAS ARC This ARC focused on a comprehensive review of existing UAS standards and 
new regulatory criteria and guidance material in areas where the current 
regulatory framework was inadequate. The ARC’s ongoing advice was valued 
such that its charter was extended in 2014 for another two years. 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/
index.cfm/document/information?documentID=308   

Chartered June 2011 

Concluded June 2016 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=300
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=300
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=308
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=308
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ARC Name Purpose Status 

3. UAS Registration  
Task Force ARC 

The UAS Registration Task Force (RTF) ARC provided a forum to discuss and 
determine registration requirements for small UAS. It was tasked to develop a 
set of minimum aircraft registration requirements (such as size, weight, speed, 
and equipage). The RTF was also tasked to make recommendations for small 
UAS registration processes, fees, and policies for data collection and retention.  

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/
index.cfm/document/information?documentID=2602  

Chartered October 2015 

Concluded November 2015 

4. Micro UAS ARC The Micro UAS ARC focused on small UAS operations over people based on the 
level of risk of injury to people on the ground. The FAA used the ARC 
recommendations to determine the safe thresholds for small UAS operations 
over people, and the FAA published the final rule on Operation of Small 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Over People in January 2021. 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/
index.cfm/document/information?documentID=2682  

Chartered February 2016 

Concluded April 2016 

5. UAS Identification  
and Tracking ARC 

This ARC identified existing and emerging identification and tracking 
technologies and evaluated their feasibility, affordability, and performance 
against public safety and security considerations. The committee’s report was 
delivered in the Fall of 2017, and the FAA published the final rule on Remote 
Identification of Unmanned Aircraft in January 2021. 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/
index.cfm/document/information?documentID=3302  

Chartered May 2017 

Concluded September 2017 

6. UAS in Controlled 
Airspace ARC 

The UAS in Controlled Airspace (UASCA) ARC was chartered in 2017, focusing 
on large UAS operating in controlled airspace. Demand for UAS access to Class 
A and Upper E airspace continues to grow, and the work of this ARC will help 
the U.S. lead in the development of international standards and procedures. 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/
index.cfm/document/information/documentID/3222/ 

Chartered June 2017 

Concluded June 2019 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=2602
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=2602
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=2682
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=2682
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=3302
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information?documentID=3302
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ARC Name Purpose Status 

7. UAS Beyond Visual 
Line of Sight (BVLOS) 
ARC 

The UAS BVLOS ARC will provide recommendations to the FAA for 
performance-based regulatory requirements to enable UAS BVLOS operations 
that are not under positive ATC. This ARC’s recommendations will address 
requirements to support the following concept of operations: long-line linear 
infrastructure inspections, industrial aerial data gathering, small package 
delivery, and precision agriculture operations, including crop spraying. This ARC 
will not address integration of operations for which ATC oversees and aircraft 
or operations carrying passengers or crew. 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/
index.cfm/document/information/documentID/5024/ 

 

Chartered June 2021 

Final Report due March 2022 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information/documentID/5024/
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/index.cfm/document/information/documentID/5024/
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Partnership for Safety Program (PSP) 

The FAA established the Partnership for Safety Program 

(PSP) to enable joint FAA and industry efforts to investigate 

specific operational aspects to advance UAS technology and 

safely integrate complex UAS operations into the NAS. The 

PSP forms high-level partnerships between the FAA and a 

company that is willing and able to “lean in” with resources, 

ties to communities, partnerships, and expertise towards 

meeting FAA objectives. 

These non-binding agreements provide industry partners 

with a single point-of-entry to the FAA for associated 

projects. In return, proponents provide data to the FAA. This 

data will assist the FAA by both informing rulemaking 

standards and helping to fulfill certain requirements of the 

FAA Extension, Safety, and Security Act of 2016. 

The FAA’s first PSP was formalized with industry partner 

Xcel Energy, helping them to receive an FAA waiver under 

part 107 allowing UAS flights to operate BVLOS for 

infrastructure monitoring. For Xcel Energy, the partnership 

means Xcel Energy can maintain their electric infrastructure 

in a manner that presents less risk than the way Xcel Energy 

had traditionally conducted maintenance and inspection 

activities. The FAA, in turn, will use the data and lessons 

learned to inform guidance, policies, and rulemaking 

activities related to BVLOS flights. 

Unmanned Aircraft (UA) Safety Team 

(UAST)  

In 2016, the FAA announced the creation of the UAST. This 

diverse group, which includes more than 40 manned and 

unmanned aviation companies and representatives from 

the FAA, NASA, the U.S. Air Force, and other government 

stakeholders, gathers and analyzes data to enhance safety 

and operations of UAS in the nation’s airspace. 

The UAST is modeled on the highly successful Commercial 

Aviation Safety Team (CAST) and General Aviation Joint 

Steering Committee (GAJSC). The CAST and the GAJSC use a 

data-driven, consensus-based approach to analyze safety 

data and develop specific interventions that will mitigate 

the root causes of accidents. Recommendations from both 

groups have significantly improved traditional aviation 

safety, and the FAA expects that the UAST will do the same 

for unmanned aircraft. On May 1, 2020, the UAST produced 

the first of three safety reports, titled “Safety Enhancement 

No. 1: Airspace Awareness and Geo-Fencing”, emphasizing 

the benefits of geo-fencing protections to mitigate risk at 

high-risk airport locations.  

  For more information on the UA Safety Team, visit:  

https://unmannedaircraftsafetyteam.org 
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Collaboration and Partnerships 

with UAS and AAM Standards 

Groups 

 

HE FAA IS COLLABORATING with 

industry and various Standards 

Development Organizations (SDOs) to 

develop new standards and to revise the 

existing ones to support certification, approval, and integration of UAS into 

the NAS. It is clear that a single standard will not be capable of meeting the 

needs for all UAS and AAM types, their intended operations, or the airspace 

in which they fly. A multi-tiered solution to the standards development 

process is in place and will inform future needs for research and 

development. The FAA collaborates with many standards bodies involved in 

UAS-related technical and operational standards, including: 

 American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 

 ASTM International  

 Consumer Technology Association (CTA) 

 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 

 International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 

 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

 RTCA, Inc. 

 SAE International T 

Due to the significant market 

opportunities enabled by UAS 

and AAM, standards are 

needed to address all aspects 

of production and operation, 

including design and 

airworthiness, software 

assurance, operations and 

mission requirements, pilot 

training, and maintenance. 
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American National Standards Institute 

(ANSI) 

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the 

National Standards Body for the U.S., a private, not-for-profit 

organization dedicated to supporting the U.S. voluntary 

standards and conformity assessment system and 

strengthening its impact, both domestically and 

internationally.  

ANSI's mission is to enhance both the global competitiveness 

of U.S. business and the U.S. quality of life by promoting and 

facilitating voluntary consensus standards and conformity 

assessment systems, and safeguarding their integrity. 

Although ANSI itself does not develop standards, it provides 

all interested U.S. parties with a neutral venue to come 

together and work towards common agreements.  

The FAA is collaborating with industry, various standards 

development organizations, trade associations, and academia 

to coordinate and accelerate the development of the 

standards and conformity assessment programs needed to 

facilitate the safe integration of UAS into the NAS. 

 

 

 

ANSI UAS Standardization Collaborative (UASSC) 
Roadmap 

Launched in 2017, the ANSI UAS Standardization Collaborative 

(UASSC) Roadmap brought together domestic and 

international stakeholders to coordinate and accelerate the 

development of the standards and conformity assessment 

programs needed to facilitate the safe integration of UAS into 

the NAS of the U.S., with international coordination and 

adaptability. The primary deliverable is a standardization 

roadmap for UAS, describing the current and desired 

standardization landscape, explaining standardization needs, 

driving coordinated standards activity, and informing resource 

allocation for standards participation. The UASSC itself does 

not develop standards. 

In December 2018, ANSI published version 1.0 of the 

Standardization Roadmap for UAS. In September 2019, UASSC 
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kicked off an initiative to develop a version 2.0 update to the 

roadmap.  

In June 2020, ANSI published version 2.0 of its standardization 

roadmap that includes expanded content such as Commercial 

Cargo Transport via UAS; Commercial Passenger Air 

Taxi/Transport via UAS (both short- and long-haul flights); 

Commercial Sensing Services; Blockchain for UAS; spectrum; 

and recreational operations, among others. 

In June 2021, ANSI published Gaps Progress Report tracking 

efforts over the last year by standards developing 

organizations (SDOs) and others to address the gaps identified 

in the Standardization Roadmap for Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems (version 2.0, June 2020), published by the ANSI 

UASSC. 

 

  For more information on ANSI and the UASSC, visit:   

https://www.ansi.org/uassc  

https://www.ansi.org/uassc
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ASTM International 

ASTM committee F38 on Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems addresses issues related to design, 

performance, quality acceptance tests, and safety monitoring 

for UAS. There are three subcommittees specifically looking at 

standards to enable the safe operation and integration of 

small UAS in three areas: 

 Airworthiness (F38.01) 

 Flight Operations (F38.02) 

 Personnel Training, Qualification and Certification 

(F38.03) 

Stakeholders include manufacturers of UAS and their 

components, federal agencies, design professionals, 

professional societies, maintenance professionals, trade 

associations, financial organizations, academia, and 

international regulatory authorities. Over 130 members are 

involved in this multinational initiative. ASTM has already 

published a number of active standards for UAS, many of 

which are shown in the table on the right. There are also a 

number of proposed standards being developed by the three 

subcommittees above. It should be noted that the F44.30 

Structures subcommittee is working on F3083: Standard 

Specification for Emergency Conditions, Occupant Safety, and 

Accommodations, which includes passenger transport 

operations.

For more information on ASTM, visit: https://www.astm.org/ 

ASTM UAS Active Standards 

 F3269-17 Standard Practice for Methods to Safely Bound 

Flight Behavior of Unmanned Aircraft Systems Containing 

Complex Functions 

 F3298-19 Standard Specification for Design, Construction, 

and Verification of Lightweight Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

(UAS) 

 F3322-18 Standard Specification for Small Unmanned 

Aircraft System (sUAS) Parachutes 

 F3330-18 Standard Specification for Training and the 

Development of Training Manuals for the UAS Operator 

 F3341/F3341M-20 Standard Terminology for Unmanned 

Aircraft Systems 

 F3364-19 Standard Practice for Independent Audit Program 

for Unmanned Aircraft Operators 

 F3365-19 Standard Practice for Compliance Audits to ASTM 

Standards on Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

 F3366-19 Standard Specification for General Maintenance 

Manual (GMM) for a Small Unmanned Aircraft System 

(sUAS) 

 F3379-20 Standard Guide for Training for Public Safety 

Remote Pilot of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) 

Endorsement 

 F3411-19 Standard Specification for Remote ID and Tracking 

 

https://www.astm.org/
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE) 

The objectives of the IEEE are to promote standards for 

the education and advancement of electrical and 

electronic engineering, telecommunications, computer 

engineering, and allied disciplines. IEEE publishes papers 

on UAS technologies such as see-and-avoid systems, DAA 

systems, fault-tolerant flight control systems, levels of 

autonomy, and network-controlled swarms. 
 

IEEE regularly establishes working groups to 

develop standards. Examples of current programs 

developing standards related to UAS are: 

 IEEE Aerial Network Communications Working Group: 

Formed to address benefits of self-organized aerial 

networks with enhanced air-to-air communications 

and greater situational awareness for all types of 

manned and unmanned aircraft systems.  

 IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society TC45-

Radiation and Nuclear Instrumentation and Systems 

(IM/RNIS)—Working Group for Aerial Radiation 

Measurement Systems 

 

 

 

 

 IEEE Communications Society/Access and Core 

Networks Standards Committee—Working Group for 

Low Altitude Airspace for UAV Operations 

 COM/AccessCore-SC - Access and Core Networks 

Standards Committee—Photogrammetric Technical 

Standard of Civil Light and Small Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems for Overhead Transmission Line Engineering 

 Drones Working Group—As part of the Standards 

Committee, this working group is developing UAS- 

related standards for privacy and security, and defining 

a taxonomy and set of definitions for consumer UAS. 
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IEEE sponsors the International Conference on Unmanned 

Aircraft Systems (ICUAS). This conference brings together 

representatives from government agencies, industry and 

academia specializing in expanding current and future 

UAS research in the following topic areas: 

 

Airspace Control Airspace Management 

Air Vehicle Operations Airworthiness 

Autonomy Biologically Inspired UAS 

Certification Control Architectures 

Energy Efficiency of UAS Environmental Issues 

Fail-Safe Systems Levels of Safety 

Manned/Unmanned Aviation Micro- and Mini- UAS 

Navigation Networked Swarms 

Path Planning Payloads 

Regulations Reliability of UAS 

Security See-and-Avoid Systems 

Sensor Fusion Simulation 

Smart Sensors UAS Testbeds 

 
 

  
For more information on IEEE, visit: https://www.ieee.org/ 

https://www.ieee.org/
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International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) 

The ITU is an agency of the United Nations (UN) whose 

purpose is to coordinate telecommunication operations and 

services throughout the world. Originally founded in 1865 as 

the International Telegraph Union, the ITU is the oldest 

existing international organization. Since 1865, the ITU has led 

the creation of technological standards and allocated 

communication bandwidth from networks and satellites. The 

ITU promotes innovation with continued efforts to bring 

access to Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 

to the developing world and by recognizing UAS operators 

that provide pioneering ICT solutions to the public. 

The ITU establishes and publishes regulations and standards 

relevant to electronic communication and broadcasting 

technologies including radio, television, satellite, telephone, 

and the Internet. The organization conducts working parties, 

study groups, and meetings to address current and future 

issues and to resolve disputes. Every four years the ITU 

organizes an international exhibition and forum known as the 

Global Telecom World. 

With respect to the aeronautical mobile service, the provision 

of air traffic control and other communications related to 

safety and regularity of flight are dependent on radio 

spectrum. Specifically, the ITU-R (Radiocommunication) sector 

 

 

and its Study Group 5 (SG-5) on Terrestrial Services has 

included addressing the spectrum needs for unmanned 

aircraft. Recommendations concerning protection and sharing 

criteria are studied by Working Party 5B on a continuous basis, 

with respect to proposed new sharing scenarios and to take 

into account innovations in technology.  

Over the years, the ITU has assessed spectrum bandwidth and 

frequency allocation for the UAS aircraft-to-ground station link 

to include C2, ATC relay, and DAA function, for both terrestrial 

and satellite communication. The ITU has conducted studies 

and developed recommendations for various aircraft types, 

missions, and operational airspace that contribute to the 

international standards for UAS radiocommunication usage.  

  

For more information on ITU, visit: https://www.itu.int/ 

http://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/satellite
http://searchwindevelopment.techtarget.com/definition/Internet
https://www.itu.int/
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National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) 

NIST supports industry by developing standards in areas of 

national importance, from communications technology and 

cybersecurity to advanced manufacturing and disaster 

resilience. Leveraging its expertise in security, vehicle 

autonomy, and manufacturing standards, NIST has assisted 

the FAA through participation in the 2016 Micro UAS ARC and 

continues to provide independent reviews as requested. 

NIST is currently developing the test methods and 

infrastructure required to quantitatively evaluate individual 

aircraft capabilities and associated remote pilot proficiencies. 

The resulting standard test methods will enable any user to 

generate statistical performance data to evaluate small UAS 

characteristics such as maneuvering, sensing, payload 

functionality and safety. The basic skills required to 

successfully complete the tests apply to emergency 

responders, commercial UAS pilots, and operators conducting 

limited recreational operations.   

The initial suites of small UAS test methods focus on VTOL 

systems and hand-launched fixed-wing systems. NIST has 

developed more than 20 test methods that can be 

implemented in the short term. All of these methods are being 

standardized through ASTM International Standards 

Committee on Homeland Security Applications – Response 

Robots (E54-09).   

NIST has also started a First Responder UAS Endurance 

Challenge in 2020. The challenge is to encourage innovators 

with UAS-building expertise to create a UAS prototype for first 

responders. This challenge is composed of four stages and a 

prize is awarded at the end of the challenge. The best designs 

from Stage 1 will be able to participate in the remaining stages 

of the competition. During Stage 3, walk-on contestants will 

be eligible to compete in Stage 4. The winners of the challenge 

will support the public safety community and its stakeholders. 

 

For more information, visit:  

https://www.nist.gov/ 

https://www.nist.gov/
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RTCA, Inc. 

RTCA is a private, not-for-profit association founded in 1935 as 

the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, now referred 

to simply as “RTCA.” RTCA has provided the foundation for 

virtually every modern technical advance in aviation. Its 

products serve as the basis for government certification of 

equipment used by the tens of thousands of aircraft flying 

daily through the world’s airspace.  

RTCA is an SDO and works with the FAA to develop 

comprehensive, industry-vetted, and endorsed standards that 

can be used as a means of compliance with FAA regulations. 

RTCA deliberations are open to the public and its products are 

developed by aviation community volunteers functioning in a 

consensus-based, collaborative, peer-reviewed environment. 

While RTCA’s documents and committees cover a wide range 

of aviation technology, the UAS Steering Committee identifies 

those standards that are involved in the UAS technology 

space. 

The committees that are developing standards include the 

following: 

 SC-228, Minimum Performance Standards for UAS 

focuses on Command and Control (C2) Data Link 

Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) 

(DO-362A), MOPS for Detect and Avoid (DAA) Systems 

(DO-365B), MOPS for Air-to-Air Radar for Traffic 

Surveillance (DO-366A), and Minimum Aviation System 

Performance Standards (MASPS) for C2 Link Systems 

(DO-377A). 

 SC-147, Traffic Alert & Collision Avoidance System 

(TCAS) is continuing their work with Airborne Collision 

Avoidance System (ACAS), MOPS for the interaction of 

UAS ACAS systems, and the application of ACAS for 

small UAS. 

 SC-238, Counter UAS committee focuses on developing 

a consensus standard for UAS detection and mitigation 

systems and will operate as a joint committee with 

EUROCAE WG-115. 

 SC-135, Environmental Testing is currently working in 

coordination with SC-228 to develop standards for 

ground-based equipment environments and 

qualification procedures. 

 SC-240, Topics on Software Advancement, works 

jointly with EUROCAE WG-117 in addressing the 

evolving need for direction in the software 

development process for UAS.

https://www.rtca.org
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SAE International 

SAE International is a global body of scientists, engineers, and 

practitioners that advances self-propelled vehicle and system 

knowledge in a neutral forum. It is a not-for-profit, 

nonlobbying technical organization and membership 

association with 138,000 members in over 100 countries. It is 

the largest non-government mobility standards developing 

organization in the world. The first aerospace standard was 

published in 1917, and today there exist over 8,900 active 

aerospace standards and over 21,000 historical standards in 

circulation. SAE International’s core competencies are life-long 

learning and voluntary consensus standards development. 

SAE International is working with external agencies/programs 

including ICAO, FAA, NASA, DoD, and others to provide a 

holistic approach to standardization. 

Over 250 SAE International aerospace technical committees & 

subcommittees have developed many existing standards that 

can be applied to UAS, and going forward, new and revised 

standards are including provisions and special considerations 

for UAS. Furthermore, some SAE International committees are 

focused solely on UAS. Participation in the SAE technical 

committees includes global representation from original 

equipment manufacturers, suppliers, robotics and UAS 

integration companies, consulting firms, government, think 

tanks, academic institutions, and others across the unmanned 

systems industry. SAE International technical committees 

address a range of topics such as UAS autonomy, artificial 

intelligence in aviation, unmanned aircraft propulsion 

systems, and cyber physical systems security. 

SAE also includes Industry Technologies Consortia (ITC) and 

programs that are unique communities created for leaders-of-

industry organizations to explore and drive important 

initiatives that will positively impact their respective 

industries. SAE ITC offers a full suite of strategic and 

operational resources for consortia and other technical groups 

to quickly organize around key industry challenges and 

opportunities. SAE ITC is a unique organization dedicated to 

the SAE Group’s overarching mission: to innovate 

performance while holding safety as an absolute imperative. 

SAE ITC also includes a standards development organization 

called ARINC that establishes consensus technical standards, 

known globally as ARINC Standards, and develops shared 

technical solutions that no one organization could accomplish 

independently. 

For more information on SAE Intl., visit: https://www.sae.org/ 

https://www.sae.org/
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International Collaboration and 

Partnerships 

 

AA COLLABORATION with international 

organizations and foreign authorities will 

help drive the safe and secure integration 

of UAS globally. While the FAA has entered into 

partnerships with many nations and international 

organizations on specific UAS integration-related 

research and development projects and initiatives, 

it continues to work on a bi- and multi-lateral basis 

to promote global harmonization of UAS-related 

regulations and policies. Specific FAA-European 

Union collaboration on UAS includes the 

development of a harmonized concept and 

roadmap for safe integration in all classes of 

airspace. 

The FAA and the European Commission, through 

the Single European Sky Air Traffic Management 

Research (SESAR) Joint Undertaking (SJU), have 

agreed to establish a collaborative project to 

harmonize UAS integration in accordance with the 

signed Memorandum of Cooperation (MOC), in  

order to promote collaboration in civil aviation research and 

development.  

The FAA works with the following international regulatory groups to 

harmonize UAS integration and research and development efforts:  

 Civil Aviation Authorities (CAAs) around the world 

 International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 

 European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 

 Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS) 

 European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE) 

 Civil Air Navigation Services Organization (CANSO) 

 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)/Flight in Non-

Segregated Airspace (FINAS) 

Through ASSURE, the FAA is also developing closer ties with the 

international community in the coordination of research and standards 

development. For example, Transport Canada Civil Aviation (TCCA) is not 

only collaborating with the FAA, but is also making use of FAA’s UAS 

Center of Excellence, ASSURE, for a number of projects. 

  

F 
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FAA International UAS/AAM 

Integration Research Roundtable  

The FAA’s UAS Integration Office Research, 

Engineering, and Analysis Division hosts the FAA 

International UAS/AAM Integration Research 

Roundtable. The purpose of this Roundtable is to 

share information on UAS and AAM integration 

research programs and priorities that are informing 

safe and secure operations across the globe. 

Throughout these collaborative discussions, 

beginning with the inaugural meeting in 2019, the 

FAA and international partners have identified the 

following shared challenges: Air Traffic 

Management; UAS Traffic Management; Detect 

and Avoid; Beyond Visual Line of Sight; Outreach 

and Public Acceptance; Capabilities and Systems; 

Cybersecurity; Safety Management; Advanced Air 

Mobility/Urban Air Mobility; Certification; and 

Standards. The third annual FAA International 

UAS/AAM Integration Research Roundtable 

occurred virtually on September 29-30, 2021. The 

FAA and international partners shared updates on 

research progress, priorities, and challenges 

related to UAS/AAM, and discussed opportunities 

for further research collaboration.  

 

The FAA International UAS/AAM Integration Research Roundtable 

continues to hold bimonthly exchanges to expand international 

collaboration and foster safe, secure, and efficient integration of UAS and 

AAM. Roundtable participants are listed in the figure below. 
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III. Categorizing UAS and 

AAM Research 

 

HE VISION OF THE FAA for UAS and AAM 

operations is to integrate unmanned 

aircraft into civil airspace while ensuring 

the safety, security and efficiency of the NAS. This 

goal will be achieved through incremental steps as 

technology, policies, operational procedures, and 

automation systems evolve for both UAS/AAM 

operators and for air traffic controllers. Routine 

access will depend on factors such as aircraft size, 

the overall airspace environment, and the 

population density below the flight path. The goal 

is to enable UAS operations that actively work to 

protect people and property on the ground, and to 

integrate safely with existing aircraft operations. 

UAS and AAM integration research supports key 

FAA missions and functions to publish regulations, 

policy, procedures, and guidance material to 

enable safe, secure, and efficient UAS and AAM 

operations in the NAS.  

 

 

 

 

 

T 

Research is the foundation for UAS and 

AAM integration 

UAS and AAM Integration Research 

Functional Framework 
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UAS and AAM Focus Areas 

OCUS AREAS represent key challenges for the safe, 

secure, and effective integration of UAS and AAM 

operations in the NAS. Research under these focus 

areas informs policies, procedures, capabilities and 

systems, requirements and other research outcomes enabling 

UAS and AAM integration. 

 Command and Control (C2): C2 research informs the 

development of systems, standards and requirements for 

a secure and reliable command and control link between 

the aircraft and the control station to support safe BVLOS 

UAS operations in the NAS.  

 Communication: Communications research informs the 

development of procedures, systems, requirements and 

other research outputs enabling Pilot in Command (PIC)-

ATC communications, including voice and data 

communications. 

 Detect and Avoid (DAA): DAA research helps ensure 

aircraft that are equipped with or use DAA systems are 

effective in minimizing the collision risk against airborne 

traffic. In addition, DAA research helps in developing DAA 

systems to ensure interoperability with ATC management 

and other traffic avoidance systems to mitigate new or 

changing risk in the NAS. 

 Environment: Environment research focuses on 

quantifying the noise and emissions from UAS and AAM, 

developing the tools to model their environmental 

performance, and developing an appropriate schema for 

noise and emissions certification, supporting compliance 

with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and 

minimizing disturbance to the public. 

 Human Factors: Human Factors research focuses on the 

human elements of safely managing and operating UAS in 

the NAS. This includes understanding the interactions 

between the human and the machine to incorporate the 

appropriate safeguards, alerts, and displays. This includes 

interactions between controllers, traffic managers and 

their systems to manage UAS operations at scale, as well 

as pilot and crew qualifications and requirements to 

operate UAS in the NAS.  

 Navigation: Navigation research informs standards and 

requirements for reliable, accurate, and continuous 

navigation capabilities, to include a backup navigation 

capability that ensures the unmanned aircraft flies the 

intended route and remains clear of 

unauthorized/sensitive areas. 

 Reliability: Reliability research focuses on enabling the 

FAA to determine acceptable target levels of reliability for 

UAS and AAM integration, based on what is appropriate 

F 
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for the different types of aircraft, operations, and 

intended airspace. This must include research and 

development to verify that the reliability and models and 

analysis techniques used for manned aircraft can be 

appropriately applied to UAS and AAM. This will lead to a 

disciplined and proactive approach to prevent and predict 

component malfunctions. 

 Safety Management: Safety Management research 

addresses the four components of a Safety Management 

System: 

o Safety Policy – Establishes senior management’s 

commitment to continually improve safety; defines 

the methods, processes, and organizational structure 

needed to meet safety goals 

o Safety Risk Management – Determines the need for, 

and adequacy of, new or revised risk controls based 

on the assessment of acceptable risk 

o Safety Assurance – Evaluates the continued 

effectiveness of implemented risk control strategies; 

supports the identification of new hazards 

o Safety Promotion – Includes training, 

communication, and other actions to create a 

positive safety culture within all levels of the 

workforce 

 Security: Security research focuses on UAS security 

challenges, including cybersecurity threats from malicious 

interference that would result in loss of communication 

or control links, loss of lift, hijacking, or other inabilities to 

fly on the planned course. It also covers detection and 

mitigation system initiatives, mitigation strategies, and 

ensuring the security of NAS infrastructure, including UAS 

and of UAS service suppliers. Security research may be 

coordinated with other federal and local agencies. 

 Surveillance: Surveillance research focuses on 

technologies and strategies that enable real-time 

detection, monitoring, and reporting based on UAS 

identification, navigation, position, and additional 

information as appropriate (e.g., health status 

information).  

  

For more information on the FAA Safety Management System 

(SMS), visit: https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/sms/ 

https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/sms/
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 Traffic Management: Traffic Management research 

focuses on the development of ATM functions, including 

systems, air traffic services, airspace management, air 

traffic flow and capacity management, to enable UAS to 

safely depart, transit and land in the NAS. This research 

includes evaluation of existing ATM systems and future 

needs to accommodate UAS operations and the 

development of new concepts such as UTM.  

 Weather: Weather research focuses on informing 

outcomes such as standards, requirements, capabilities 

and systems for weather information robustness, 

resiliency and effectiveness, as well as mitigation 

strategies to address the impact of weather (e.g., wind, 

precipitation, visibility, icing and other meteorological 

conditions) on UAS performance. This focus area also 

includes research on new reporting technologies for both 

rural and urban microclimates, and the identification, 

distribution and display of weather information on UAS 

flight paths to improve decision making.  
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UAS and AAM Research Outcomes  

ESEARCH OUTCOMES represent products based on 

the results of the broad spectrum of UAS- and AAM-

related research in key focus areas that are 

necessary to safely enable comprehensive UAS and 

AAM integration. 

 Access and Approval: Access and Approval research 

outcomes focus on the operational validation of UAS and 

AAM operations in order to streamline the FAA’s UAS 

operational approval process, leading to routine 

approvals. 

 Airspace Integration: Airspace Integration research 

outcomes focus on concepts and analysis to understand 

and manage the impact of UAS and AAM operations on 

the NAS including traffic management concepts, and the 

identification of potential enhancements to the NAS 

needed to safely integrate UAS and AAM operations. 

 Capabilities and Systems: Capabilities and Systems 

research outcomes focus on the deployment of 

technologies and development of system components, 

including risk mitigations needed for the safe and secure 

operation of UAS and AAM. 

 

 

 Certification: Certification research outcomes focus on 

UAS/AAM design, production, and airworthiness 

requirements, expected target levels of safety, expected 

performance thresholds, appropriate schema for noise 

and emissions certification, limitations for safe operation, 

and UAS characteristics that safely enable UAS/AAM 

integration and reflect the FAA's risk-based safety 

continuum. 

 Concept Development: Concept Development research 

outcomes focus on developing and maturing operational 

scenarios, use case descriptions, ConOps, enterprise 

views, and other concept-related artifacts to address 

existing shortfalls associated with routine and scalable 

UAS and AAM operations in the NAS. 

 Forecast: Forecast research outcomes focus on accurately 

estimating the time and location of future types and 

numbers of UAS and AAM operations, and their effects on 

the NAS. 

 Policies: Policy research outcomes include the 

development of policies, regulations, and processes that 

reflect the FAA's expected tiered level of safety for 

different civil UAS and AAM.  

 

R 
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 Procedures: Procedures research outcomes focus on 

modification or addition of procedures for air traffic 

control facilities, UAS/AAM operators, persons 

performing maintenance, manufacturers, and other 

stakeholders.  

 Requirements: Requirements research outcomes focus 

on identification of performance thresholds and system 

constraints necessary to enable safe UAS and AAM 

operations.  

 Standards: Standards research outcomes focus on the 

development, validation, and acceptance of 

comprehensive and vetted standards that reflect the 

broad spectrum of UAS and AAM operations and the 

FAA's related expectations for safety and security.  

 Training: Training research outcomes focus on 

development of training and qualification requirements 

for UAS/AAM pilots, crew, and supporting workforce.  
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Operational Capabilities Towards Full UAS 

and AAM Integration 

HE FAA’S APPROACH to UAS and AAM research is 

phased by operational capability. This phased 

approach will enable a managed risk-based 

incremental expansion of airspace access for UAS in 

the NAS over the next few years. The FAA is increasingly 

enabling UAS operations moving from waivers and 

exemptions on a case-by-case basis to expanded operations 

through rulemaking including Operations over People 

(including Operations over Moving Vehicles and Night 

Operations). By collecting information and lessons learned, 

the FAA will be more informed and better positioned for 

additional UAS/AAM rulemaking. 

Today’s UAS operations help inform tomorrow’s research 

needs for moving to full UAS integration in the NAS. Part 107, 

the FAA's baseline operating rule for small UAS, allows for 

operations within a defined set of parameters. In addition, the 

Operation of Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems Over People 

final rule permits night operations and operations over 

moving vehicles. Operations outside of these parameters, 

such as BVLOS, may only be conducted under a waiver. The 

FAA is using the current operations conducted under waivers 

to inform policy decisions, including rulemaking, and to 

establish UAS research priorities and needs. 

The FAA’s UAS/AAM Integration Research Plan is based on an 

evolutionary framework developed in collaboration across all 

LOBs. This plan reflects the LOB inputs provided through UAS 

and AAM roundtable meetings and members across the 

agency. The research was further explored by the sponsoring 

organizations through white papers, working groups, and 

deep dives. The research supports a phased approach towards 

full integration of UAS and AAM operations. 

As depicted in the graphic below, the implementation phases 

include the following Operational Capabilities:  

 Expanded Operations 

 Small UAS Package Delivery Operations 

 Integrated Operations 

 Routine/Scheduled Operations 

 Large Carrier Cargo Operations 

 Passenger Transport Operations 

 

The next section describes the intersection of AAM with these 

UAS operational capabilities. The research for each 

Operational Capability is further categorized by research 

outcome and focus area. Note that some research is cross-

cutting, which indicates that lessons learned from the 

research conducted under the initial operational capability will 

be applied to later operational capabilities. 

T 
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UAS and AAM Integration Operational Capabilities 
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AAM Intersection with UAS Operational 

Capabilities 

AAM is expected to follow a set of evolutionary stages that 

envision increased levels of autonomy, operational tempo, and 

major aircraft innovations. The AAM aspect of the UAS/AAM 

Research Plan focuses on the intersection between UAS and 

AAM. The UAS/AAM intersection presents one of the biggest 

challenges and includes optionally piloted, remotely piloted, 

and fully autonomous operations. The UAS operational 

capabilities that intersect with AAM are Integrated Operations, 

Routine/Scheduled Operations, Large Carrier Cargo Operations, 

and Passenger Transport Operations. The evolution of AAM 

follows a crawl-walk-run approach highlighted below. 

Crawl (Initial Operations): This stage focuses on research to 

enable initial AAM operations. These type of operations are 

characterized by use of existing airport and heliport 

infrastructure. It is possible that at this stage the FAA will use 

waivers, exemptions, deviations, or other authorizations to 

enable operations. In general, it is expected that new vehicle 

types will be certified to operate within the current regulatory 

and operational environment. At this level, the aircraft is 

expected to have a pilot onboard that is in direct control. The 

intersection with UAS research is limited. 

Walk (Intermediate State): This maturity level is characterized 

by an increased frequency in AAM operations and is supported 

by regulatory updates and the use of novel approaches to 

enable safe operations without tactical ATC services (e.g., UAM 

Corridors). This level also includes Human-on-the-Loop (HOTL) 

automation levels which are characterized by humans having 

supervisory control of automation. When needed or desired, 

humans can take full control of the aircraft. 

Run (Mature State): This maturity level considers highly 

automated traffic management, remotely piloted and 

autonomous aircraft, and increased operational frequency. This 

level is characterized by Human-over-the-Loop (HOVTL) 

automation levels where the human passively monitors the 

systems and is informed by automation when an action is 

required. 
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UAS Research Identification Framework 

THE UAS RESEARCH IDENTIFICATION FRAMEWORK (URIF) 

ensures that research questions are relevant to inform key FAA 

decisions. The schematic on the right highlights this key 

capability by focusing on the three main URIF components: 

Research, Decisions, and Repeatable and Scalable Process 

(RASA). This specific example considers a UAM research activity 

and maps it to the key FAA decisions and repeatable & scalable 

process.  

Step  shows the research requirement and its description. In 

this case, the activity research outcome focuses on Forecast 

but also includes aircraft certification and safety standards. 

This description and other relevant information are compared 

against the different decisions identified by URIF to ensure that 

the outcomes are relevant to the FAA mission. 

Step  identifies the decisions that need to be addressed to 

enable UAS and AAM integration. In this step, the research can 

be adjusted to ensure that it informs FAA decisions. 

In step , the research activity is mapped to the decisions and 

their corresponding RASA element. By performing this mapping 

(steps ,, and ) on all research, URIF can be used to 

identify FAA decisions that do not have any research associated 

with them. This capability could enable the easy identification 

of gaps and ensure that FAA decisions that need research are 

not ignored. This capability continues to be developed and 

matured through collaboration with FAA LOBs/SOs. 

 

Which decisions and decision maker is the UAS 

research activity trying to inform? 

What repeatable step(s) is the UAS research activity 

trying to address? 
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IV. UAS/AAM Research and Needs: 

FY 2021 – 2026 

S UAS OPERATIONS become more fully integrated into 

the NAS, the FAA will mature UAS operational 

requirements, develop repeatable approval processes, 

assess and invest in required infrastructure and systems, and 

continually analyze the costs and benefits for the FAA and 

UAS/AAM stakeholders. At the same time, the FAA will invest 

in additional research areas based on priorities identified 

within the FAA and by UAS/AAM stakeholder groups. As the 

technologies and business processes mature, the FAA will 

update existing regulations and implement standards to enable 

UAS/AAM to operate in a routine, integrated manner. To that 

end, the focus of FAA research is to inform policy and develop 

system and procedural requirements for integrating UAS/AAM 

operations safely, securely, and seamlessly within the NAS. 

Timelines of UAS and AAM research for each of the phases of 

UAS Integration are presented in the following sections. The 

activities are grouped by Research Outcomes and categorized 

as being Completed, In Process, Planned, or Needed. Refer to 

the table below for the definitions of these terms.

Completed 

The research activity has been accomplished and results have been documented and delivered by the research performer. The 

research activity may be an initial effort or part of a series of research efforts required to address the overall objective to inform 

an operational capability. The necessity for additional areas of research or follow-on research phases may have been uncovered 

during the research activity. 

In Process The research activity is currently ongoing. 

Planned 
The research activity has not started but funding has been identified by the FAA or a partner organization, with a projected start 

date and period of performance to yield results (noted where applicable). 

Needed 

Through ongoing research, roundtable meetings, partnerships (industry, academia, US government agencies, international civil 

aviation authorities, standards bodies, etc.), daily operations, pilot programs, and outreach, gaps in research are often identified. 

These gaps were not previously identified during the FAA’s research planning cycle and represent follow-on phases to ongoing 

research, or unanticipated activities identified in response to the dynamically changing UAS/AAM landscape. These research 

needs may not hinder UAS/AAM integration progress, but addressing them could contribute to operational efficiencies, safety 

enhancements and process improvements. Research needs may be overtaken by events as we learn from current operations and 

refine strategies for UAS/AAM integration, and therefore may not continue from year to year. Alternately, if a research need is a 

priority for achieving UAS/AAM integration, FAA will work with research partners to determine a path forward for addressing 

gaps. 

A 
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Operational Capability Example 

 

 The title of the summary box contains the operational capability. This summary box contains ongoing research, while other 
summary boxes contain identified needs. 

 The summary box contains research areas with critical terms. Where applicable, these critical terms are also identified in the 
operational capability timeline after the research activity. 

 The title of the operational capability timeline is the operational capability. 

 Within the header of the operational capability timeline is a legend of the four different research status categories. 

 The operational capability timeline header also contains the years that the research activity will take place. 

 The left-most column of the operational capability timeline contains the primary research outcome for the activity.  

 The research activity is defined in the next column of the operational capability timeline. 

 The year(s) and research status are indicated in the timeline area.  

The FAA research sponsor and the organization executing the research are listed for FAA-sponsored research. Note that the 
performer is listed only for FAA-sponsored activities. 

The focus area of the research activity is defined in the right-most column. 
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Operations Over People 

  

PPLIED RESEARCH TO ADDRESS the risks of small 

UAS flying at low altitudes over people in urban 

settings and public events informed the 

development of rulemaking for operations of sUAS over 

people. The FAA published the final rule on the Operation of 

Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems Over People in January 

2021. This marks a significant milestone, and concludes the 

research to enable operations over people. 

A 

The completed research relevant to enabling 

small UAS to operate over persons not directly 

participating in the operations provided the 

scientific data necessary to inform the FAA to 

permit operations of small UAS over human 

beings, as described in the January 2021 Final 

Rule on Operation of Small Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems Over People.  
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Expanded Operations 

 

XPANDED OPERATIONS will evolve from BVLOS 

operations supported by visual observers to BVLOS 

operations fully supported by DAA and C2 solutions. 

Within expanded operations, research informs requirements 

for a secure and reliable C2 link between the aircraft and the 

control station. Research also informs requirements for safe 

and effective DAA systems to ensure UAS evade all hazards, 

including manned aircraft and other UAS. 

 

Research will extend to more complex applications such as 

BVLOS operations for infrastructure or agriculture inspection, 

and multi-UAS operations. Research in this operational 

capability will also be used to inform the BVLOS ARC. 

 

Correspondingly, UTM concept development activities will 

address BVLOS UAS operations below 400 feet AGL, using a  

 

 

UTM construct to ensure safe and efficient access to that 

airspace. Current efforts are focused on detailing the overall 

concept for the UTM system, in collaboration with NASA via 

the UTM RTT.  

Notification is a key component of UTM in the management 

of small UAS operations through the sharing of flight intent 

and status among small UAS operators and, where required, 

with the FAA. A standard protocol for publishing small UAS 

flight information ensures that others are aware of 

operations in their vicinity.  

E 

This research leverages previous research and 

lessons learned to inform BVLOS operations 

(such as infrastructure or agriculture 

inspection), and multiple UAS operations. 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Access and 

Approval 

Disaster and Emergency Response 

Demonstrate processes and technologies to enable BVLOS operations in support 

of defense and emergency UAS operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: DHS, FAA 

Research Performer: DHS, (TBD) 

white #F09F66F F white white white white Safety Management 

         

Access and 

Approval 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Propose risk-based standards for scalable compliance review for sUAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 
#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Access and 

Approval 

Impacts 

Conduct small UAS traffic analysis using detection data in order to provide traffic 

forecasting and economic trends. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Surveillance 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

Commercial Space Operations 

Minimize impacts of commercial space-related airspace restrictions to uninvolved 

UAS operations. 

 

 

 

white #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF white white Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Implement UAS Risk Based Safety Management including UAS safety data 

collection strategy, reporting, analysis, and mitigation strategies. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Data Collection and Reporting 

Evaluate the sUAS collision risk model by assessing operational data for sUAS 

and facilities, undetected manned aircraft data, and classes of fixed wing aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#95C8D3FF white white white white white Safety Management 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

ATC Services 

Determine how ATC is informed of off-nominal UTM operations that would 

otherwise impact aircraft receiving ATC separation services. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Automated Systems 

Investigate solutions and technical issues for UAS smart flightpath management 

and hazard avoidance capabilities. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Navigation 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Data Collection and Reporting 

Develop recommendations for a centralized and consolidated data collection and 

analytical system for suspicious, hazardous, or unauthorized UAS activity 

information. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Multiple UAS 

Develop scenarios to capture ‘one (PIC) to many (UAS)’ operations for all 

relevant use cases. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Systems and Technology 

Identify candidate technologies that can provide required detection times and are 

feasible for small UAS (e.g., light-weight, small size, low power, low cost 

onboard detection). Examine reactive detection and icing conditions detection. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Systems and Technology 

Develop ice protection technologies that can facilitate safe exit from icing. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Meteorological Observations 

Determine if there are adequate observational tools to accomplish the proposed 

method of compliance: 100 feet below cloud ceiling limit (larger of 3,000 feet and 

min. height at which NEXRAD radar coverage exists along the flight route). 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Meteorological Observations 

Investigate improvements to icing and turbulence models to reduce uncertainty to 

support lost link contingency planning. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Assess the feasibility to improve, refine, and validate off-airport weather 

observations for rural and urban UAS/AAM/UAM operations to increase density 

of geographically sparse observations outside of terminal areas. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Systems and Technology 

For atmospheric icing encounter, identify candidate technologies that can provide 

required detection times to monitor aerodynamic performance (rotor RPM/motor 

current) and are feasible for small UAS. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Meteorological Observations 

Determine if other sources of weather are available to meteorological aerodrome 

reports (METARs). 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Meteorological Observations 

Determine if current commercial UAS weather tools can support UAS VMC 

operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Meteorological Observations 

Refine numerical weather prediction models to account for the large variation in 

terrain for low altitude UAS. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Disaster and Emergency Response 

Evaluate UAS communications systems (including C2 and voice) for use in 

operational areas where connectivity may be limited. 

 

Research Sponsor: DHS, FAA 

Research Performer: DHS, (TBD) 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white white Communications 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Systems and Technology 

Develop the optimal multi-sensor surveillance data fusion strategy to support 

DAA for UAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: WJHTC 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Data Collection and Reporting 

Provide data visualization capabilities for analyzing sUAS registrations, spatial 

trends and locations, and data analytics. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate First Person View (FPV) camera technical capabilities and support the 

development of minimum performance requirements. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Safety Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Meteorological Observations 

Identify Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Weather Requirements for the 

Boundary Layer. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Weather 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Investigate the feasibility of using Real Time Mesoscale Analysis to provide 

aviation weather observations, providing insight on the potential applications of 

RTMA for UAS operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: NOAA 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white white Weather 

         

Certification 

Airworthiness 

Investigate certification requirements for electric propulsion systems for different 

UAS weight categories. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Noise and Emissions 

Determine UAS noise and emissions certification requirements by analyzing data 

from different types of UAS operations and weight classes. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: VOLPE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF Environment 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

AAM/UAM 

Assess the recommendation to consider Remote ID equipage prior to any required 

compliance date set forth by the final rule as a risk mitigation during the 

evaluation of 14 CFR Part 107 waiver applications. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Ground Collisions 

Develop and expand the current ground impact injury severity metrics to include 

the effects on more vulnerable populations. (Transport Canada Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Conduct risk assessment for remotely piloted aircraft systems based on the EASA 

and JARUS Specific Operations Risk Assessment, for possibly establishing 3rd 

party airworthiness assessment entities for some operations. (UK Civil Aviation 

Authority) 

 

Research Sponsor: UK CAA 

Research Performer: UK CAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Concept 

Development 

AAM/UAM 

Develop CONOPS for an enterprise capability to manage UAS geospatial 

information. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Forecast 

Impacts 

Evaluate data and assess quantitative impact of expanded waivers for operations 

outside of Part 107 provisions. Establish scope of non-segregated operations and 

demand for these types of waivers. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Forecast 

Impacts 

Analyze, aggregate, and present the current baseline and estimate trends in 

adoption of sUAS by public agencies in the US. Establish emerging trends in 

waivers, use of airspace, and determine the types of equipment used by public 

agencies. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#95C8D3FF white white white white white Surveillance 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Forecast 

Outreach 

Develop surveys that provide insight into flight activities of small UAS and 

provide outreach to communities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Policies 

Meteorological Observations 

Determine maximum distance from surface observation for ceiling and 

temperature that is acceptable. Evaluate various topographies. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Policies 

Meteorological Observations 

Determine if proposed method of compliance (100 ft below cloud ceiling limit 

(larger of 3,000 ft and the min. height at which NEXRAD radar coverage exists 

along the flight route)) allows avoidance of FZRA, and acceptable risk of not 

avoiding FZDZ. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

Meteorological Observations 

Define methods to determine surface observations in rural and urban 

environments, capabilities of NEXRAD coverage and icing determinations, wind 

reporting, cloud avoidance, visibility, fog, terrain, and urban trends near tall 

buildings. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Policies 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Evaluate GPS and ADS-B data signals communication failures in sUAS for risk 

and mitigation management. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Communications 

         

Policies 

Systems and Technology 

Investigate flight characteristics of multiple rotor vehicles (ex. Four rotor 

helicopter or quad copter but could be more than four) and develop or revise 

associated means of compliance. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Reliability 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Implement approved recommendations provided by the UAS Operational Request 

working group/task force to improve processing efficiencies and UAS access to 

the NAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

Disaster and Emergency Response 

Determine the efficacy and benefits of using UAS in disaster preparedness and 

emergency response operations for different natural and human-made events. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop the UAS Research Identification Framework (URIF) and map research 

to key decisions and milestones to support the expansion of UAS and AAM 

operational capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Establish an optimal UAS flight data set and viable safety case framework to 

support repeatable UAS operational approvals. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Identify/explore where efficiencies can be gained for UAS operational requests 

under 14 CFR Part 91, Part 107, and Section 44809. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

Cybersecurity 

Identify cybersecurity research needs for UAS Operations Phase I 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 
#A6D77AFF white white white white white Security 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Research current weather sensor accuracy and technologies to support current 

UAS and future UAM operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Requirements 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Define minimum requirements for enabling safe sUAS BVLOS operations 

utilizing proximity to manned aviation flight obstacles as a mitigation to reduce 

collision risk. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 

         

Requirements 

Multiple UAS 

Establish recommendations for pilot certification requirements for multi-UAS 

operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Human Factors 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Perform functional analysis and decompose Preliminary Program Requirements 

Document for enterprise capability for managing UAS geospatial information. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Requirements 

Meteorological Observations 

Identify Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) weather hazards. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: (TBD) 
white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Weather 

         

Requirements 

Systems and Technology 

Explore navigation capabilities using event-based camera and vision-based 

algorithm. (Swiss Federal Office for Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: FOCA 

Research Performer: FOCA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Navigation 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Requirements 

Personnel Training and Qualifications 

Develop a new framework to assess pilot competence, including new qualification 

requirements for BVLOS operations and other high risk operations. (United 

Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority) 

 

Research Sponsor: UK CAA 

Research Performer: UK CAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Human Factors 

         

Standards 

Commercial Space Operations 

Develop a set of best practices and recommendations for UAS operations directly 

supporting/associated with launches and re-entries. 

 

 

 

white #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Certification 

Determine a standard for a VFR inadvertent icing encounter which can be used to 

show a flight termination system functions as intended, if credit for such a system 

is sought for "safely exit." 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Meteorological Observations 

Determine detection times required for safe exit, cloud size drops, and freezing 

drizzle (FZDZ). 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Development of ConOps and Operational Services and Environmental Definition 

for large UAS flight in Classes C, D, E, and G up to Class A and transit 

operations in Class B. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: Technology Providers, Inc. 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Standards 

Interoperability 

Evaluate the C2 link compatibility with UAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: WJHTC 
#A6D77AFF white white white white white Command and 

Control (C2) 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Assess the risks and develop recommendations for DAA track classifier 

performance. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 

         

Standards 

Information Display 

Determine optimal design characteristics for DAA displays for safe UAS 

maneuverability. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: WJHTC 

#95C8D3FF white white white white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 

         

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Assess the current rules, limitations, and guidelines for small UAS BVLOS 

operations and compare approaches for developing standards and risk assessment 

for small UAS DAA standards. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASTM 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Testing Methods 

Establish a testing methodology to evaluate various sUAS DAA systems and 

sensors. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 

         

Standards 

Testing Methods 

Validate and inform standards to advance BVLOS operations utilizing the 

ASSURE Safety Research Center. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 

         

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Identify minimum performance standards and thresholds for containment and 

geo-fencing capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Navigation 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Separation 

Identify right-of-way rules for diverse UAS operations and make safety-based 

recommendations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Develop design guidance and best engineering practices for automated systems. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 
#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Conduct gap analysis, concept/use cases, and an air traffic services analysis to 

support BVLOS standards development and scalable operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white Safety Management 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Operational Approval 

Develop guidance and identify roles and responsibilities for operational approvals 

and mitigations to enable expansion of safe BVLOS operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white white #F09F66F F white white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Cybersecurity 

Assess the risks, identify UAS design vulnerabilities, identify material and 

procedural mitigations, and propose guidance for safer UAS operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Develop performance based standards for operators to test systems and support 

development of a transition plan for UAS to operate by rule. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Safety Management 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Certification 

Develop icing, snow, and rain means of compliance for UAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: (TBD) 
white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Weather 

         

Standards 

Meteorological Observations 

Investigate the tolerance for icing of UAS rotors/propellers. (Transport Canada 

Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Weather 

         

Standards 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct research and demonstrations on non-cooperative sensors, electronic 

conspicuity, and UTM. (United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority) 

 

Research Sponsor: UK CAA 

Research Performer: UK CAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 
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Expanded Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Training 

Human Factors 

Validate visual detection and avoidance operations standards for sUAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 
#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 

         

Training 

Outreach 

Conduct STEM outreach to minority K-12 students using UAS as a learning 

platform 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF  Safety Management 

         

Training 

Personnel Training and Qualifications 

Evaluation of UAS pilot training and certification for all UAS operational 

capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Human Factors 
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Small UAS Package Delivery Operations 

 

ELIVERY OF SMALL CARGO operations requiring internal 

or external loads, such as chemicals, will be enabled by 

the Small UAS Package Delivery Operations through 

changes to additional FAA regulations such as part 135 (Operating 

Requirements for Commuter and On Demand Operations). As 

operational success is demonstrated, operational expansions can be 

considered. 

 

For UAS delivery operations, research is needed to address their 

unique operating characteristics. In these operations, there may be 

multiple vehicles being launched and recovered by one operator, 

and the vehicles will also land or drop items near to the ground and 

to people. After drop-off, the vehicles will need to re-launch to 

cruise altitude and speed. The additional takeoffs, landings, and re-

launching are new sources of risk to people on the ground.  

 

 

Research for UAS deliveries must address the traffic management 

of UAS operations below 400 feet AGL, reliability of C2 links, and 

human factors for control stations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D 

This research will yield the scientific data necessary 

to enable small UAS fleet operators to conduct 

operations for delivering or retrieving packages. 
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Small Package Delivery 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

ATC Services 

Explore the impacts to ATC of pilots operating more than 1 UAS simultaneously. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

UTM 

Expand Flight Object model to include UTM information needs. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Systems and Technology 

Investigate models and strategies for providing improved weather information to 

UAS operators. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Small Package Delivery 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Assess the feasibility to improve, refine, and validate off-airport weather 

observations for rural and urban UAS/AAM/UAM operations to increase density 

of geographically sparse observations outside of terminal areas. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Noise and Emissions 

Develop a novel geospatially driven noise estimation module to support 

computation of noise resulting from the operation of UAS and other upcoming 

vehicle concepts. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: Georgia Tech 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Environment 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Automated Systems 

Develop a strategy for certification and approval of automation and intelligent 

systems for use with UAS and AAM/UAM. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Human Factors 
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Small Package Delivery 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

AAM/UAM 

Collect noise data to support UAS/AAM noise certification methods and analyses 

of noise metrics. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: VOLPE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Environment 

         

Certification 

Personnel Training and Qualifications 

Establish risk-based thresholds for approvals needed to certify UAS for safe 

operation. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Automated Systems 

Leverage autonomous flight system development, testing, and demonstration to 

build knowledge in support of the regulatory development regarding UAS with 

increased automation. (Transport Canada Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 
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Small Package Delivery 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Concept 

Development 

Low Altitude Operations 

Explore concepts and alternatives for enabling UAS operations in uncontrolled 

airspace under part 91. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Forecast 

Economic Impacts 

Evaluate the growth potential of networked commercial UAS operations to help 

identify impacts that commercial UAS operations may have on the delivery 

network infrastructure, environment, efficiency, and the economy. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

 white white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop the UAS Research Identification Framework (URIF) and map research 

to key decisions and milestones to support the expansion of UAS and AAM 

operational capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 
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Small Package Delivery 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Separation 

Identify right-of-way rules for diverse UAS operations and make safety-based 

recommendations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F Safety Management 

         

Training 

Personnel Training and Qualifications 

Identify safety considerations for air carrier staffing, training, testing, duty, and 

rest requirements for air carrier UAS operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: CAMI 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Human Factors 
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Integrated Operations 

 

UE TO THE LACK OF A PILOT ONBOARD THE 

AIRCRAFT, UAS and certain AAM operations will 

face unique challenges in abiding by the same rules 

as manned aircraft. Relying on direct human vision to see-and-

avoid other aircraft is not possible with UAS and remotely 

piloted and fully autonomous AAM vehicles operating BVLOS. 

Procedures are needed to ensure interoperability of UAS and 

AAM with ATC and other manned aircraft operators. In 

addition, there are an increasing number of UAS PICs without 

traditional aviation backgrounds who may be unfamiliar with 

aviation rules and ATC phraseology. During the later stages of 

AAM implementation the assumption is that the PIC will be 

remote with high levels of automation and autonomy 

involved. The same challenges with non-aviators as PIC that 

UAS is experiencing will likely be a concern during the initial 

phases of optionally-piloted or remote PIC AAM operations.  

 

Many general aviation operations (such as crop dusting) and 

helicopter operations fly at low altitudes and under visual 

flight rules, and may not be visible to air traffic controllers. As 

part of the FAA’s mission to provide a safe and efficient NAS, 

FAA needs to address how this low altitude airspace is shared 

with manned aircraft, and UAS and AAM aircraft. 

In order to enhance routine UAS and AAM operations in 

airspace integrated with manned aircraft, the FAA will need to 

permit the introduction and application of emerging 

technologies, procedures, and policies. Risk-based certification 

processes will need to be implemented, which will streamline 

decision making and airworthiness approval processes. The 

FAA must continue to place the highest priority on safety, 

while taking a risk-based approach to integrating UAS and 

D 

Based on the integration advancements realized within 

the previous three Operational Capabilities, this research 

will provide the scientific data needed to safely enable 

UAS and AAM operations to co-exist, with restrictions, in 

controlled airspace with other aircraft operations, and 

on/around airports. This includes both large and small, 

and public and civil UAS at varying altitudes and on IFR 

flight plans. In addition, it covers the intersection with 

AAM operations. 
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AAM into the NAS. In addition, new concepts, such as a UTM 

or provider of services for UAM (PSU) system for managing 

UAS and UAM operations in uncontrolled airspace, present 

new possibilities that will change the way the FAA has 

historically managed traffic in the NAS. PSUs are entities that 

assist UAM operators with meeting UAM operational 

requirements to enable safe and efficient use of UAM 

Corridors and aerodromes. These service providers share 

operational data with stakeholders and confirm flight intent.  

By leveraging operational experience of currently approved 

UAS operations, industry advances in UAS and AAM 

technologies, and lessons learned, the FAA will be able to 

routinely and safely integrate UAS and AAM operations in 

controlled airspace and over airports. For these cases, the 

necessary automation and procedural changes will be 

identified to incrementally permit UAS and AAM aircraft to fly 

in an increasing variety of airspace types. 

 

In particular, capabilities such as airborne DAA and the use of 

certified automation are a pivotal part of this path. While FAA 

is able to accommodate a limited number of unmanned 

operations in busy airspace today, achieving efficient 

operations is predicated on the ability for UAS and AAM to 

overcome the challenges previously described, as well as to 

evolve the NAS. 

 

 

Intersection with AAM 

 

The AAM ecosystem includes the delivery of cargo and 

passengers by revolutionary aircraft in rural, suburban, and 

urban environments. The biggest intersection of UAS and AAM 

in integrated operations is likely to occur in the medium to 

long term horizon (walk and run stages) when UAS, AAM, and 

manned air vehicles are operating in a shared environment.  

 

Research areas to be considered that align with the FAA’s 

approach of crawl/walk/run are shown below: 

 

 Crawl:  

o N/A (piloted AAM under existing policy/process) 

 Walk:  

o ATC/UTM/PSU interactions 

o C2  

o DAA   

o Cybersecurity  

o Personnel training and qualifications  

o Human Factors  

o Increased autonomy towards remotely piloted and 

optionally piloted operations  

 Run:  

o Highly automated air traffic management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Access and 

Approval 

Impacts 

Conduct small UAS traffic analysis using detection data in order to provide traffic 

forecasting and economic trends. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Surveillance 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

ATC Services 

Explore controllers working multiple UAS and manned traffic within various 

types of controlled airspace (e.g., looking at aircraft within a sector). 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Human Factors 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

ATC Services 

Explore the impacts to ATC of pilots operating more than 1 UAS simultaneously. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

Standards 

Explore a classification scheme for UAS performance and characteristics that 

supports ATC. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Commercial Space Operations 

Explore the impact of UAS on commercial space operations/airspace. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

ATC Services 

Develop a concept for an “all down function” to ensure preemption of airspace for 

priority aircraft operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Assess potential safety implications of Part 91 BVLOS UAS operating in Classes 

B and C at or below 400 feet AGL where UAS operators are responsible for self-

separation from other aircraft (manned and unmanned). 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

ATC Services 

Explore controllers working multiple UAS that are crossing sectors of control, 

and other manned traffic in various types of controlled airspace (e.g., looking at 

aircraft crossing sectors, this may include handoffs). 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Impacts 

Investigate how weather impacts TFM initiatives for integrated UAS operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Investigate weather forecast and reporting capabilities related to weather 

phenomena that have been determined to be a hazard to UAS operations and 

supports hazard mitigation for future AAM/UAM operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Conduct an operational safety, security, & performance assessment of BVLOS C2 

Required Link Performance to support DAA, ATC communication & C2 Link 

management and validate DO-377A C2 Link MASPS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#95C8D3FF white white white white white Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Analyze the impacts of new UAS technologies on UAS, detection and mitigation 

systems, and NAS systems (e.g., non-federal oversight, cybersecurity, 5G 

innovation, high power microwave, electronic attack, radio frequency interference 

resolution). 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white Communications 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

ATC Services 

Identify UAS human performance issues that impact ATC operations (Tower, 

TRACON, En Route), evaluate resulting impacts, and provide recommendations 

to address identified risks. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#F09F66F F white white white white white Human Factors 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Capture the risks and likelihood of small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS) mid-

air collisions. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Data Collection and Reporting 

Evaluate the sUAS collision risk model by assessing operational data for sUAS 

and facilities, undetected manned aircraft data, and classes of fixed wing aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#95C8D3FF white white white white white Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

Impacts 

Determine the impacts of deployed detection and mitigation capabilities to the 

NAS, including on nearby Air Navigation Services (ANS) and aircraft operating 

in the vicinity. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Security 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Communications 

Explore and identify methods for the use of existing airborne two-way radio 

communications equipment standards for ground-to-ground use in some UAS use 

cases. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct a UAM operational analysis to better understand how ATO services can 

translate to UAM operations in a manner that is safe, efficient, and with little 

intrusion on existing operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

Airport Operations 

Identify the potential risks with regards to UAS operations near manned aircraft 

and around airports. This research will inform needs for  systems, services, and 

capabilities to mitigate safety risks and address gaps in knowledge that are 

currently a barrier to integrated UAS operations at or near airports. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate the current capacity and sustainment impact of UAS on TechNet 

resources and other data sources. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Analyze the impact of UAS technologies at or below 400 ft. on NAS 

infrastructure (e.g., UTM, Navigation, C2, DAA, impacts caused by multiple 

UAS activities). 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate operational safety and reliability for large-scale UAM operations with a 

focus on communications, weather, and regulations. (Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure and Transport – Office of Civil Aviation, Republic of Korea) 

 

Research Sponsor: MoLIT 

Research Performer: MoLIT 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Human Factors 

Research the complexities of extreme air flows within the urban environment and 

provide guidance material on these air flows and associated flight response to 

UAS operators. (Transport Canada Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct testing to understand safety aspects of AAM/UAM flight operations, 

network management, ground infrastructure, and transportation and mobility. 

(United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority) 

 

Research Sponsor: UK CAA 

Research Performer: UK CAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

ATC Services 

Propose and determine system architectures and requirements for UAS PIC to 

ATC Ground-to-Ground voice and data communication. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Communications 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

ATC Services 

Explore technology options to support visual clearance operations by UAS in 

controlled airspace. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Human Factors 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Data Collection and Reporting 

Develop recommendations for a centralized and consolidated data collection and 

analytical system for suspicious, hazardous, or unauthorized UAS activity 

information. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

UTM 

Understand the efficacy of UAS detection and mitigation systems so that 

informed risk-based decisions can be made in UTM. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Detection and Mitigation 

Develop systems to detect and mitigate unauthorized UAS that interfere with 

firefighting efforts. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Detection and Mitigation 

Conduct research into supply chain and data management of UAS detection and 

mitigation systems. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Detection and Mitigation 

Develop a comprehensive ontology of UAS integration safety and security 

technologies. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Identify and evaluate advanced air mobility security vulnerabilities including, but 

not limited to, cyber security incursion threats to operating systems and ground 

facilities. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Automated Systems 

Explore impacts of autonomous operations on ATC in order to develop standards 

for autonomous UAS in controlled airspace. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Airport Operations 

Identify enabling ATM and CNS capabilities for airport surface operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Demand and Capacity 

Determine how the demand and capacity balancing capabilities and techniques 

need to evolve to account for UAS flight integration. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Airport Operations 

Describe system and service functions and interactions for each enabling 

capability for UAS airport operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Certification 

Explore the differences of icing on UAS vs. manned flights in order to update 

models that inform pilots. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Assess the feasibility to improve, refine, and validate off-airport weather 

observations for rural and urban UAS/AAM/UAM operations to increase density 

of geographically sparse observations outside of terminal areas. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Meteorological Observations 

Assess mechanisms to refine/improve off-airport weather observations (visibility, 

ceiling, wind) for UAS operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Data Collection and Reporting 

Provide data visualization capabilities for analyzing sUAS registrations, spatial 

trends and locations, and data analytics. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Data 

Create a prototype for aggregate unmanned flight data with commercial and GA 

surveillance to visualize and monitor enhanced safety analysis for NAS 

stakeholders and integrate with ASIAS and UAST in the future. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

  #A6D77AFF    Safety Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Detection and Mitigation 

Develop mechanism for airports to report activity related to UAS detection 

technology deployments and demonstrations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Data 

Evaluate the recovery of damaged electronically stored information from digital 

storage media within UAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Security 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Develop, coordinate, and analyze data from a Simulated Experiment (SIMEX) to 

address security gap analysis. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Security 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Testing Methods 

Conduct research, testing, and validation on new UAS digital investigation tools. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 
white white white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F Security 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Data 

Investigate the impact of render safe technologies on UAS associated internal and 

external digital media storage. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Security 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Testing Methods 

Explore alternative techniques to destructive UAS testing. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 
white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Security 

         

Certification 

Systems and Technology 

Develop receiver channel model, RF propagation model, and software tool for 

“RAIM like” tool to predict C2 link quality for operational certification and flight 

clearance. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Command and 

Control (C2) 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

Airborne Collisions 

Determine the severity of structural impact for an airborne collision between 

sUAS and manned aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Airborne Collisions 

Validate high-fidelity computer models of an ingestion event between an sUAS 

and mid- to high-bypass turbofan engine to determine the potential severity of 

sUAS mid-air collisions with an aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: Naval Air Warfare Center 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Airborne Collisions 

Develop models and perform simulations to understand the impact dynamics and 

material reactions during an ingestion event involving an sUAS impact with the 

main rotor of an engine. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

Airborne Collisions 

Determine the collision severity of sUAS in flight critical zones of a manned 

helicopter. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Automated Systems 

Develop research findings and flight-test artifacts to inform a pathway to 

certifying highly automated and autonomous aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: NASA 

Research Performer: NASA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Reliability 

         

Certification 

Automated Systems 

Leverage autonomous flight system development, testing, and demonstration to 

build knowledge in support of the regulatory development regarding UAS with 

increased automation. (Transport Canada Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Concept 

Development 

ATC Services 

Identify scenarios and conditions under which ATC must provide services to UAS 

and assess methods for service provision. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Concept 

Development 

AAM/UAM 

Identify/instruct the necessary safety risk management (SRM) activities to support 

execution of FAA UTM concept. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Concept 

Development 

UTM 

Confirm concepts and requirements for UTM. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 
#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Forecast 

Impacts 

Evaluate data and assess quantitative impact of expanded waivers for operations 

outside of Part 107 provisions. Establish scope of non-segregated operations and 

demand for these types of waivers. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Forecast 

Impacts 

Analyze, aggregate, and present the current baseline and estimate trends in 

adoption of sUAS by public agencies in the US. Establish emerging trends in 

waivers, use of airspace, and determine the types of equipment used by public 

agencies. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#95C8D3FF white white white white white Surveillance 

         

Forecast 

Outreach 

Develop surveys that provide insight into flight activities of small UAS and 

provide outreach to communities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white white Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Define a methodology and perform technical audits on INMARSAT, and Iridium 

Satcom Service Provider (SSP) before granting C2 link reliability (end-to-end) for 

higher risk operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Policies 

ATC Services 

Develop an Ultra High Frequency (UHF) path for air-ground UAS pilot to 

controller voice and data communications to evaluate latencies that exist in 

current FAA voice communication systems. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Communications 

         

Policies 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Conduct risk assessment and vulnerability modeling to determine what types of 

UAS debris and vehicle materials could hurt other types of aircraft. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop collaborative research and policy initiatives with national and 

international security and UAS stakeholders to address global UAS/AAM UTM 

security procedures. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct testing to assess, validate, and mitigate security threats of network 

terrestrial and satellite communication C2 data link systems. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: WJHTC 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Policies 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Determine recommended visual attributes of sUAS to aid in the detection rates of 

sUAS being operated near airports and airfields. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: CAMI 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Human Factors 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop a unified ATO strategy that captures the UAM vision, operational goals, 

objectives and outcomes with a focus on impact areas such as airspace design 

constructs, infrastructure, and CNS requirements. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop the UAS Research Identification Framework (URIF) and map research 

to key decisions and milestones to support the expansion of UAS and AAM 

operational capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

Detection and Mitigation 

Research and develop plan for certifying, permitting, authorizing, or allowing 

deployment of UAS detection and mitigation systems. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Security 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Procedures 

Contingency Management 

Explore lost link contingency timer values in different domains and effectiveness 

for ATC. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Procedures 

Flight Management 

Determine procedures to notify facilities of UAS intent information when a flight 

plan is not required. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Procedures 

Airport Operations 

Determine how UAS will operate into and out of the airport environment. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Procedures 

Flight Management 

Analyze and determine which specific operational conditions are considered 

instrument flight rules for UAS. When are flight plans not required? 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Procedures 

Contingency Management 

Explore transmission of lost link contingency information from operator to ATC. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Procedures 

Meteorological Observations 

Determine how operators and controllers account for sparse winds aloft 

observations for the low and super high altitudes. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Requirements 

Interoperability 

Investigate data exchange and interoperability requirements of UAS detection and 

mitigation systems. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 

         

Requirements 

NAS Integration 

Incorporate UAS security requirements into future NAS enterprise architecture 

decisions. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Security 

         

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Identify the minimum set of requirements to develop a comprehensive flight-

relevant weather dataset, including weather observations, weather forecast, 

aviation, and terrain data, to support AAM/UAM integration. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Requirements 

Noise and Emissions 

Research the acoustic signature of single and multiple propellers. (Civil Aviation 

Authority of Israel) 

 

Research Sponsor: CAAI 

Research Performer: CAAI 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Environment 

         

Requirements 

Airborne Collisions 

Determine the collision risk generated by UAS within the aerodrome environment 

by modeling the probability of UAS ingestion by aircraft jet engine and the 

severity of damage caused. (Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore) 

 

Research Sponsor: CAAS 

Research Performer: CAAS 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Requirements 

Separation 

Determine wake separation requirements using computer-based simulations, 

pseudo-physical verification and real-world measurements for validation. (Civil 

Aviation Authority of Singapore) 

 

Research Sponsor: CAAS 

Research Performer: CAAS 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Requirements 

Interoperability 

Conduct testing of the interoperability, safety, security, and performance of the 

C2 link management with UAS (control capabilities of UAS) and UAM surface 

operations. This will further inform the development and validation of C2 

standards. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: RTCA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Develop pilot risk ratio values for Class E, Class G, and terminal airspace 

environments to support the verification and validation of DAA risk ratio targets 

for a variety of UAS and AAM operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 

         

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Address potential UAS security and critical infrastructure concerns associated 

with UAS electromagnetic interference. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Security 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Requirements 

Human Factors 

Identify potential streamlining mechanisms in order to reduce manual detection 

and mitigation system review workload requirements. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Security 

         

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Develop an ATO UTM strategy and identify UTM/ATM interactions including 

safety requirements to support ATO planning of UTM services. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Traffic Management 

         

Requirements 

Separation 

Analyze wake-induced hazards to UAS operations to determine requirements for 

separation. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Testing Methods 

Validate SC-228 standards for high risk lower altitude operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Develop and validate C2 link interworking requirements for DO-377 - Minimum 

Aviation System Performance Standards (MASPS) for C2 Link Systems 

Supporting Operations of UAS in U.S. Airspace. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Conduct testing of Ku/Ka-band satellite communication equipment to validate 

RTCA SC-228 Ku/Ka Band SATCOM MOPS requirements. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Command and 

Control (C2) 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

AAM/UAM 

Validate L-Band and C Band CNPC compatibility with AeroMACS, C Band 

Near-Far, C Band Channel Model co-located communication, navigation, 

surveillance, and air traffic control related systems. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Standards 

Systems and Technology 

Develop concept and standards for Frequency Assignment Function (FAFu). 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Standards 

Communications 

Explore the differences in phraseology in the manned and unmanned domains in 

communications, both voice and data, between operators and ATC. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Communications 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

C2 Standards 

Explore UAS C2 latency and the effects on ATC response and handling of traffic. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Communications 

         

Standards 

Airport Operations 

Ensure compatibility of airport design standards with UAS design and 

performance. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Contingency Management 

Explore DAA contingency response impacts on ATC. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Impacts 

Explore UAS symbology options provided to ATC, and the impacts on ATC 

workload, air traffic safety, and efficiency. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Standards 

AAM/UAM 

Investigate the feasibility for using the high-performance network solutions for 

providing C2 link for BRLOS operation, such as safe and secure, low altitude 

terrestrial C2 links operating in terrestrial networks including LTE networks and 

L Band SATCOM networks supporting AAM/UAM. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F Command and 

Control (C2) 

         

Standards 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Assess the risks and develop recommendations for DAA track classifier 

performance. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Airport Operations 

Conduct testing and evaluations to support the use of sUAS for aircraft rescue and 

firefighting (ARFF) live monitoring and accident re-construction. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Detection and Mitigation 

Evaluate UAS detection and mitigation technologies at airports and understand 

their impacts on airport operations and the NAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Separation 

Identify right-of-way rules for diverse UAS operations and make safety-based 

recommendations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Airport Operations 

Evaluate the effectiveness of various sUAS platforms and sensors as a tool for 

dispersing and monitoring wildlife on or near the airport environment. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Certification 

Identify and track existing UAS standards, standards in progress and any gaps 

where standards need to be developed. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Detection and Mitigation 

Deploy UAS detection and mitigation systems at five airports to test and evaluate 

technologies. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Certification 

Investigate the use of composites and other advanced materials in UAS that are 

not used in manned aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate viable vertical takeoff and lift (VTOL) aircraft designs and performance 

data to determine minimum standards for landing sites on which these aircraft 

may safely operate. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Standards 

Detection and Mitigation 

Develop Minimum Performance Standards for UAS detection and mitigation 

systems. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: (TBD) 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Security 
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Integrated Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Testing Methods 

Validate ASTM remote ID broadcast standards. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 
#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Security 

         

Standards 

Separation 

Conduct research to establish ATC loss of separation or safe separation standards 

between manned/ unmanned aircraft and UA/UA operating under IFR. 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Policies 

Standards 

Correlate research between UAS type, size, speed, or other performance or 

mission characteristics, and remote pilot training/certification requirements. 

 #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Safety Management 
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Routine/Scheduled Operations 

OUTINE operations of UAS in busy airspace will 

require changes to ATC systems, NAS infrastructure, 

policies, and airspace. For example, ATC voice 

communications systems may need to be adapted to enable 

seamless communications with UAS pilots-in-command. 

Controllers may need additional tools to monitor and provide 

services to UAS. The systems that manage traffic will need to 

recognize the characteristics of these new entrants to the NAS. 

Such changes have the potential to affect automation and 

infrastructure in airports, terminal facilities, and enroute 

facilities.  

Optionally and remotely piloted aircraft operations represent a 

considerable expansion of UAS operations and include the 

carriage of passengers on-board, while still retaining an on-

board human operator to provide emergency back-up piloting 

capabilities.  

The routine integration of UAS beyond visual range and the 

longer-term integration of larger UAS have common challenges, 

but may involve different resolutions due to the differences in 

inherent risk and operating environments. To accomplish 

routine scheduled UAS operations, changes to the NAS will be 

driven by some of the unique characteristics of UAS, such as the 

following: 

 UAS used for long-endurance missions have much longer 

flight times than can currently be handled by NAS 

automation systems.  

 UAS have dramatically different performance characteristics, 

often flying at slower speeds and with slower climb 

performance in comparison with traditional aircraft. Further, 

UAS flights often do not follow a simple origin-destination 

R 

This research will yield the scientific data 

necessary to safely enable regularly scheduled UAS 

arrivals and departures at airports in Class B, C, 

and D airspace, and permit remotely and optionally 

piloted aircraft operations, which include 

operations that intersect with the AAM ecosystem. 

ATC services will be available to UAS operators 

filing IFR flight plans. 
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path and may include loitering and other unusual paths. 

Research is needed to determine what allowable/acceptable 

thresholds are, both for the UAS operators and for air traffic 

controllers. 

Essential challenges include: 

1. Ensuring the ability to detect-and-avoid other aircraft and 

obstacles 

2. Ensuring a robust, resilient, and efficient C2 link 

3. Ensuring that automated functions in the UAS are reliable 

Access to busy, more complex airspace will require technologies 

to compensate for the lack of a pilot’s ability to see and avoid 

manned aircraft and other UAS. Longer-term integration of UAS 

may also require changes to the NAS such as airspace redesign, 

new policies, adapted operational procedures, changes to ATM 

automation and decision support systems, and changes to NAS 

infrastructure.  

Intersection with AAM 

The AAM ecosystem entails the routine operations of cargo and 
passengers through rural, suburban, and urban environments. 
For routine/scheduled operations, the intersection with AAM 
will most likely occur in the medium to long term horizon (walk 
and run stages).  Future aircraft will sustain moderate to high 
levels of automated systems and have the ability to be remotely 
and/or optionally piloted.   

Research areas to be considered that align with the FAA’s 
approach of crawl/walk/run are shown below: 

 Crawl: 

o N/A (piloted AAM under existing policy/process) 

 Walk: 

o PSU challenges to enable unmanned operations 

o Vertiport infrastructure 

o UAM corridors 

 Run: 

o Highly automated operations 
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Routine or Scheduled Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Investigate weather forecast and reporting capabilities related to weather 

phenomena that have been determined to be a hazard to UAS operations and 

supports hazard mitigation for future AAM/UAM operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Data Collection and Reporting 

Evaluate the sUAS collision risk model by assessing operational data for sUAS 

and facilities, undetected manned aircraft data, and classes of fixed wing aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#95C8D3FF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct a UAM operational analysis to better understand how ATO services can 

translate to UAM operations in a manner that is safe, efficient, and with little 

intrusion on existing operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Traffic Management 
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Routine or Scheduled Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate operational safety and reliability for large-scale UAM operations with a 

focus on communications, weather, and regulations. (Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure and Transport – Office of Civil Aviation, Republic of Korea) 

 

Research Sponsor: MoLIT 

Research Performer: MoLIT 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

Human Factors 

Research the complexities of extreme air flows within the urban environment and 

provide guidance material on these air flows and associated flight response to 

UAS operators. (Transport Canada Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct testing to understand safety aspects of AAM/UAM flight operations, 

network management, ground infrastructure, and transportation and mobility. 

(United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority) 

 

Research Sponsor: UK CAA 

Research Performer: UK CAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 
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Routine or Scheduled Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Assess the feasibility to improve, refine, and validate off-airport weather 

observations for rural and urban UAS/AAM/UAM operations to increase density 

of geographically sparse observations outside of terminal areas. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

UAS Safety 

Develop and demonstrate systems/concepts that will help enable safety 

assessments for UAS/AAM/UAM integration. 

 

Research Sponsor: NASA 

Research Performer: NASA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Operational/Performance Requirements 

Develop UAS High Performance C2 Link certification guidance. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: (TBD) 
#F09F66F F white white white white white Command and 

Control (C2) 
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Routine or Scheduled Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

Automated Systems 

Leverage autonomous flight system development, testing, and demonstration to 

build knowledge in support of the regulatory development regarding UAS with 

increased automation. (Transport Canada Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Concept 

Development 

UTM 

Define UTM interactions and interfaces with the ATM system for cases in which 

UTM operations (under normal operating conditions) must be known by ATC. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Traffic Management 

         

Forecast 

Outreach 

Develop surveys that provide insight into flight activities of small UAS and 

provide outreach to communities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white white Traffic Management 
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Routine or Scheduled Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop a unified ATO strategy that captures the UAM vision, operational goals, 

objectives and outcomes with a focus on impact areas such as airspace design 

constructs, infrastructure, and CNS requirements. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop the UAS Research Identification Framework (URIF) and map research 

to key decisions and milestones to support the expansion of UAS and AAM 

operational capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Identify the minimum set of requirements to develop a comprehensive flight-

relevant weather dataset, including weather observations, weather forecast, 

aviation, and terrain data, to support AAM/UAM integration. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Routine or Scheduled Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

Separation 

Identify right-of-way rules for diverse UAS operations and make safety-based 

recommendations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F Safety Management 

         

Standards 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate viable vertical takeoff and lift (VTOL) aircraft designs and performance 

data to determine minimum standards for landing sites on which these aircraft 

may safely operate. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

Standards 

Develop training and certification requirements for UAS/UAM/AAM airline 

transport pilot (ATP) level of operation.   

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Safety Management 
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Routine or Scheduled Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

Standards 

Develop required medical standards for UAS/UAM/AAM pilots. 

 
#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Human Factors 
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Large Carrier Cargo Operations 

 

EMOTELY PILOTED CARGO AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 

represent a further expansion of UAS operations to 

completely eliminate the need for an on-board human 

operator. These operations may require updates to part 110, 

part 119, part 121, part 125, and part 135 to account for safety 

considerations related to not having a human pilot on board or 

to enable optionally piloted operations. These type of 

operations also intersect with the cargo operations expected in 

the AAM ecosystem.  

 

While addressing near-term emergent needs of small UAS, work 

is also needed to address the longer-term goals of increased 

numbers of UAS 55 lbs. and above operating in busy airspace. 

Long-term, routine access in busy airspace will also require 

changes to ATC systems, NAS infrastructure, policies, airspace, 

and operational procedures. A significant systems-engineering 

effort is needed to identify NAS systems requirements, address 

system tradeoffs, develop the appropriate cost-benefit  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

analyses to allocate requirements, and to execute changes to 

airspace and procedures. 

R 

This research will yield the data necessary to 

enable the safe and secure transport of cargo to 

be conducted in U.S. domestic airspace. These 

cargo flights will be remotely piloted or 

optionally piloted from departure to arrival. 
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Intersection with AAM 

 

The AAM ecosystem includes the delivery of cargo by 

revolutionary aircraft in rural, suburban, and urban 

environments. The biggest intersection of AAM cargo and UAS 

operations is likely to occur in the medium to long term horizon 

when aircraft technology and high levels of automation can 

enable remotely piloted, optionally piloted, or fully autonomous 

operations. 

Research areas to be considered that align with the FAA’s 

approach of crawl/walk/run are shown below: 

 Crawl:  

o N/A (piloted AAM under existing policy/process) 

 Walk:  

o C2  

o DAA   

o Cybersecurity  

o Personnel training and qualifications  

o Human Factors  

o Increased autonomy to enable remotely piloted 

and optionally piloted operations  

 Run:  

o Highly autonomous aircraft  

o Highly automated air traffic management 
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Large Cargo Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Investigate weather forecast and reporting capabilities related to weather 

phenomena that have been determined to be a hazard to UAS operations and 

supports hazard mitigation for future AAM/UAM operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct a UAM operational analysis to better understand how ATO services can 

translate to UAM operations in a manner that is safe, efficient, and with little 

intrusion on existing operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate operational safety and reliability for large-scale UAM operations with a 

focus on communications, weather, and regulations. (Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure and Transport – Office of Civil Aviation, Republic of Korea) 

 

Research Sponsor: MoLIT 

Research Performer: MoLIT 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Safety Management 
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Large Cargo Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct testing to understand safety aspects of AAM/UAM flight operations, 

network management, ground infrastructure, and transportation and mobility. 

(United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority) 

 

Research Sponsor: UK CAA 

Research Performer: UK CAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Assess the feasibility to improve, refine, and validate off-airport weather 

observations for rural and urban UAS/AAM/UAM operations to increase density 

of geographically sparse observations outside of terminal areas. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

Systems and Technology 

Evaluate feasibility of modularizing large electric storage systems for rotorcraft, 

small aircraft, transport aircraft, and UAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 
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Large Cargo Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Develop a data-driven, system-level risk-based aeromedical certification 

framework for single pilot operations involving unmanned and crewed aircraft 

with sufficient automation to recover in the case of detected pilot incapacitation. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Human Factors 

         

Certification 

Automated Systems 

Leverage autonomous flight system development, testing, and demonstration to 

build knowledge in support of the regulatory development regarding UAS with 

increased automation. (Transport Canada Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Concept 

Development 

NAS Integration 

Leverage research efforts under the UAS-NAS Project to develop concepts for 

routine access for a variety of unmanned and autonomous systems in the NAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: NASA 

Research Performer: NASA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white Traffic Management 
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Large Cargo Operations 

 

         

Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Forecast 

Impacts 

Study manned cargo and UAS cargo operations to identify future trends, 

performance, reliability, and safety characteristics. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: GRA, Aerospace Corporation 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF  white white white Reliability 

         

Forecast 

Impacts 

Identify historical and expected determinants of large UAS growth and develop 

model to forecast ten years of commercial large UAS fleet, activity, and types. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop a unified ATO strategy that captures the UAM vision, operational goals, 

objectives and outcomes with a focus on impact areas such as airspace design 

constructs, infrastructure, and CNS requirements. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 
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Large Cargo Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop the UAS Research Identification Framework (URIF) and map research 

to key decisions and milestones to support the expansion of UAS and AAM 

operational capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Identify the minimum set of requirements to develop a comprehensive flight-

relevant weather dataset, including weather observations, weather forecast, 

aviation, and terrain data, to support AAM/UAM integration. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

NMANNED PASSENGER TRANSPORT OPERATIONS 

include personal transport as well as operations 

covered under small business general aviation (GA) 

and charter flights. AAM focuses on passenger and 

cargo-carrying air transportation services. AAM operations will 

include increased levels of autonomy and operations in a 

variety of operational environments, including rural, urban, 

suburban, and major metropolitan areas.  

 

Activities, such as UAS and AAM research, will be required to 

inform the regulations and certification requirements for 

passenger transport vehicles. The AAM industry is already 

exploring concepts for personal taxi services. Industry trials 

and evolving vehicle innovations will inform FAA rulemaking 

and certification requirements for the unmanned transport of 

people.  

 

 

Research for unmanned passenger transport includes areas 

such as artificial intelligence in vehicles to address unplanned 

incidents, risk mitigation strategies and components for lost 

link or loss of control, enhanced security for data links, and 

micro-climate weather information. By enabling passenger 

transport operations, the FAA can leverage data collected to 

inform procedural and policy changes. 

 

Intersection with AAM 

 
The AAM ecosystem includes passenger transport by 

revolutionary aircraft in rural, suburban, and urban 

environments. This includes air taxi operations in urban areas 

which will likely use eVTOL aircraft. The biggest intersection of 

AAM passenger transport and UAS operations is likely to occur 

in the medium to long-term horizon when aircraft technology 

and high levels of automation can enable remotely piloted, 

optionally piloted, or fully autonomous operations. 

 

U 

This research will yield the scientific data 

necessary to enable safe and secure remote and 

optionally piloted operations, based on vehicle 

performance requirements and type 

certification. This will include the intersection 

with the broader AAM ecosystem. 
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Research areas to be considered that align with the FAA’s 

approach of crawl/walk/run are shown below: 

 

 Crawl:  

o N/A  

 Walk:  

o C2  

o DAA   

o Cybersecurity  

o Personnel training and qualifications  

o Human factors  

o Increased autonomy to enable remotely piloted 

and optionally piloted operations  

 Run:  

o Highly autonomous aircraft  

o Highly automated air traffic management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Explore AAM/UAM concepts and effects on ATC handling AAM/UAM 

operations in controlled airspace, so as to define safety risks and potential 

mitigations associated with integration of AAM/UAM into controlled airspace. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Investigate weather forecast and reporting capabilities related to weather 

phenomena that have been determined to be a hazard to UAS operations and 

supports hazard mitigation for future AAM/UAM operations. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct research to accelerate and facilitate the introduction of novel UAS 

operations into urban areas, now called National Drone Initiative. (Civil Aviation 

Authority of Israel) 

 

Research Sponsor: CAAI 

Research Performer: CAAI 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct a UAM operational analysis to better understand how ATO services can 

translate to UAM operations in a manner that is safe, efficient, and with little 

intrusion on existing operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Construct UAM vertiport hub at international airport and surrounding area, 

including a UAM cluster. (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport – Office 

of Civil Aviation, Republic of Korea) 

 

Research Sponsor: MoLIT 

Research Performer: MoLIT 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate operational safety and reliability for large-scale UAM operations with a 

focus on communications, weather, and regulations. (Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure and Transport – Office of Civil Aviation, Republic of Korea) 

 

Research Sponsor: MoLIT 

Research Performer: MoLIT 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Safety Management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Assess ground and flight test infrastructure at the national flight test center in 

preparation for K-UAM Grand Challenge. (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 

Transport – Office of Civil Aviation, Republic of Korea) 

 

Research Sponsor: MoLIT 

Research Performer: MoLIT 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Airspace 

Integration 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct testing to understand safety aspects of AAM/UAM flight operations, 

network management, ground infrastructure, and transportation and mobility. 

(United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority) 

 

Research Sponsor: UK CAA 

Research Performer: UK CAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Assess the feasibility to improve, refine, and validate off-airport weather 

observations for rural and urban UAS/AAM/UAM operations to increase density 

of geographically sparse observations outside of terminal areas. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Create a future where VTOL configurations operate quietly, safely, efficiently, 

affordably and routinely as an integral part of everyday life. 

 

Research Sponsor: NASA 

Research Performer: NASA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white Reliability 

         

Capabilities and 

Systems 

AAM/UAM 

Develop aircraft, airspace, and infrastructure system and architecture 

requirements towards enabling sustainable and scalable medium density advanced 

air mobility operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: NASA 

Research Performer: NASA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white Reliability 

         

Certification 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Develop a data-driven, system-level risk-based aeromedical certification 

framework for single pilot operations involving unmanned and crewed aircraft 

with sufficient automation to recover in the case of detected pilot incapacitation. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Human Factors 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct UAS/AAM/UAM noise reduction in modeling, and evaluate noise 

certification process. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASCENT 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Environment 

         

Certification 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct measurements to support noise certification for UAS/AAM/UAM 

vehicles and identify noise reduction opportunities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASCENT 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Environment 

         

Certification 

Risk-Based Assessments 

Identify models for AAM/UAM safe automation. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: (TBD) 
white white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F Safety Management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

Airworthiness 

Assess the challenges of retrofitting technologies for UAM. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: (TBD) 
white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Performance Requirements 

Identify requirements for certification of core technologies to enable automated 

manned and unmanned aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Certification 

Airworthiness 

Evaluate the applicability of crashworthiness standards for urban air mobility. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: (TBD) 
white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Safety Management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Certification 

Automated Systems 

Leverage autonomous flight system development, testing, and demonstration to 

build knowledge in support of the regulatory development regarding UAS with 

increased automation. (Transport Canada Civil Aviation) 

 

Research Sponsor: TCCA 

Research Performer: TCCA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 

         

Concept 

Development 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct systems integration and operationalization (SIO) flight demonstrations 

with the key objective of utilizing integrated DAA, C2, and UAS vehicle 

technologies to support the pathway to type certification. 

 

Research Sponsor: NASA 

Research Performer: NASA 

#95C8D3FF white white white white white Reliability 

         

Forecast 

AAM/UAM 

Explore the size and growth of the AAM/UAM market, determine economic 

feasibility, ground infrastructure, airspace requirements, and other resources to 

support AAM/UAM entry into the NAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Forecast 

AAM/UAM 

Develop models to inform the integration of AAM operations into the NAS. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 
#F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white white Traffic Management 

         

Forecast 

AAM/UAM 

Conduct a study of the AAM/UAM market, in order to estimate the likely impact 

of AAM/UAM on airports and identify any steps airports may need to prepare. 

 

Research Sponsor: TRB 

Research Performer: TRB 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Traffic Management 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop a unified ATO strategy that captures the UAM vision, operational goals, 

objectives and outcomes with a focus on impact areas such as airspace design 

constructs, infrastructure, and CNS requirements. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white white Safety Management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Policies 

Operational Approval 

Determine the key decisions and milestones needed to achieve repeatable and 

scalable operations. Map data against decisions to show progress and gaps, and 

identify research needed to inform decision-making. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

AAM/UAM 

Develop the UAS Research Identification Framework (URIF) and map research 

to key decisions and milestones to support the expansion of UAS and AAM 

operational capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: MITRE 

#A6D77AFF white white white white white Safety Management 

         

Policies 

Commercial Operations 

Investigate and identify the key differences between commercial air carrier 

operations and unmanned transport operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Identify the minimum set of requirements to develop a comprehensive flight-

relevant weather dataset, including weather observations, weather forecast, 

aviation, and terrain data, to support AAM/UAM integration. 

 

 

 

#B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF #B081BCFF Weather 

         

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Develop pilot risk ratio values for Class E, Class G, and terminal airspace 

environments to support the verification and validation of DAA risk ratio targets 

for a variety of UAS and AAM operations. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) 

         

Requirements 

AAM/UAM 

Investigate potential unique flight data recorder (FDR) and cockpit voice 

recorders (CVR) differences between UAS and traditional manned aircraft. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: (TBD) 

white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white white Safety Management 
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Passenger Transport Operations 

 

         
Research 

Outcome 
Activity Description FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 Focus Area 

Standards 

AAM/UAM 

Evaluate viable vertical takeoff and lift (VTOL) aircraft designs and performance 

data to determine minimum standards for landing sites under which these aircraft 

may safely operate. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: FAA 

#A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF #A6D77AFF white white white Safety Management 

         

Training 

Personnel Training and Qualifications 

Evaluation of UAS pilot training and certification for all UAS operational 

capabilities. 

 

Research Sponsor: FAA 

Research Performer: ASSURE 

white white #F09F66F F #F09F66F F #F09F66F F white Human Factors 
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Summary of Identified Needs for Operational Capabilities 
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V. Budget Planning 

 

HE FAA’S UAS RESEARCH 

BUDGET PLANNING CYCLE 

begins more than two years 

prior to the year of research execution. 

During this cycle, UAS research 

requirements are defined based upon 

outcomes of current research as well as 

anticipated research needs to inform 

the progression of UAS/AAM 

integration operational capabilities. The 

FAA uses historical data and projections 

from research performers to develop 

cost estimates for research to be 

conducted two years in the future.  

 

Some of the UAS and AAM research 

needs summarized in this document 

were not included in forecasts prepared 

two years ago because they support 

integration activities that have been 

developed and matured post-planning 

cycle. Some needs stem from 

completed or ongoing activities, as 

research frequently yields additional 

research questions. Follow-on phases of 

research may not be determined until 

research is complete. Furthermore, 

some needs unfold with the progression 

of and adjustments to the FAA’s UAS 

integration pathway, which is 

influenced in part by the user 

community.  

As UAS/AAM technologies and business 

cases evolve, so will the demand for 

increased UAS operations. The FAA 

must keep up with the UAS/AAM 

community as operations expand in 

order to ensure the safety of the NAS 

and people on the ground. Therefore, 

research needs that were previously 

unanticipated may arise due to the 

rapid pace of the UAS/AAM 

progression, increased operations, and 

the associated safeguards and 

mitigations.  

 

The FAA will continue to work with 

research partners to determine a path 

forward for addressing gaps, and will 

continue to revise research plans to 

reflect the dynamic nature of the 

UAS/AAM landscape. However, original 

research cost estimates may no longer 

be realistic or sufficient to address 

research gaps only recently uncovered, 

as these original estimates were based 

on plans defined two years before, per 

the research planning cycle.  

 

The FAA will continuously re-evaluate 

its UAS research program to determine 

the required level of effort and to 

account for unanticipated changes. 

Because UAS/AAM integration 

challenges span multiple FAA LOBs, any 

of which may sponsor research, 

estimated levels of effort will account 

for cross-agency research resources and 

leverage collaboration with partners to 

the extent possible. 

T 
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APPENDIX A: ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

AAM Advanced Air Mobility 

AC Advisory Circular 

ACAS Airborne Collision Avoidance System 

ACRP Airport Cooperative Research Program 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 

AFCM Automated Flight and Contingency Management 

AFRL Air Force Research Laboratory 

AGL Above Ground Level 

ALE Air-Launched Effects 

ANS Air Navigation Services 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

ARC Aviation Rulemaking Committee 

ARFF Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting 

ARMD Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (NASA) 

ASCENT The Aviation Sustainability Center 

ASEB Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board 

ASIAS Aviation Safety Information and Analysis Sharing 

ASSURE Alliance for System Safety of UAS through Research Excellence 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATM Air Traffic Management 

ATM-X Air Traffic Management - eXploration 

ATP Airline Transport Pilot 

AURS Advanced UAS Research Simulator 
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AUS FAA’s UAS Integration Office 

AvMC Aviation & Missile Center (U.S. Army) 

BRLOS Beyond Radio Line of Sight 

BVLOS Beyond Visual Line of Sight 

C2 Command and Control 

CAA Civil Aviation Authority 

CAAI Civil Aviation Authority of Israel 

CAAS Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore 

CAASD Center for Advanced Aviation System Development 

CAMI Civil Aerospace Medical Institute 

CANSO Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation 

CAST Commercial Aviation Safety Team 

CNPC Control Non-Payload Communication 

CNS Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance 

COA Certification of Authorization 

COE Center of Excellence 

ConOps Concept of Operations 

CRADA Cooperative Research and Development Agreement 

CSF Cockpit Simulator Facility 

CTA Consumer Technology Association 

CVR Cockpit Voice Recorder 

DAA Detect and Avoid 

DAB Daytona Beach International Airport 

DAC Drone Advisory Committee 
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DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

DEVCOM U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command 

DHS Department of Homeland Security 

DOC Department of Commerce 

DOD Department of Defense 

DOE Department of Energy 

DOI Department of the Interior 

DOJ Department of Justice 

DOS Department of State 

DOT Department of Transportation 

EASA European Union Aviation Safety Agency 

EUROCAE European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment 

EVTOL Electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing 

ExCom Executive Committee 

FAA Federal Aviation Administration 

FAFu Frequency Assignment Function 

FDR Flight Data Recorder 

FFRDC Federally Funded Research and Development Center 

FIMS Flight Information Management System 

FINAS Flight in Non-Segregated Airspace 

FMRA FAA Modernization and Reform Act 

FOCA Federal Office for Civil Aviation (Switzerland) 

FPV First Person View 

FTB Florida NextGen Testbed 
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FZDZ Freezing Drizzle 

FZRA Freezing Rain 

GA General Aviation 

GAJSC General Aviation Joint Steering Committee 

GBDAA Ground-Based Detect and Avoid 

GBSAA Ground-Based Sense and Avoid 

GMM General Maintenance Manual 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HALE High Altitude Long Endurance 

HDV High Density Vertiplex 

HITL Human-in-the-Loop 

HOTL Human-on-the-Loop 

HOVTL Human-over-the-Loop  

IASMS In-Time Aviation Safety Management System 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 

ICAP Interagency Committee on Aviation Policy 

ICT Information and Communication Technologies 

ICUAS International Conference on Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IFR Instrument Flight Rules 

IM Instrumentation and Measurement 

IPP Integration Pilot Program 

ITC Industry Technologies Consortia 

ITU International Telecommunication Union 
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ITU-R International Telecommunication Union - Radiocommunications 

JARUS Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems 

LAANC Low Altitude Authorization and Notification Capability 

LOB Line of Business 

LTE Long-Term Evolution 

LVCE Live, Virtual, and Constructive Environment 

MASPS Minimum Aviation System Performance Standards 

METARS Meteorological Aerodrome Reports 

MIT/LL Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory 

MITRE The MITRE Corporation 

MMAC Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center 

MOC Memorandum of Cooperation 

MOPS Minimum Operational Performance Standards 

MOSA Modular Open Systems Approach 

MOU Memorandum of Understanding 

NARP National Aviation Research Plan 

NAS National Airspace System 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NC National Campaign 

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 

NEXRAD Next-Generation Radar 

NextGen Next Generation 

NIEC NextGen Integration and Evaluation Capability 
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NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NPN NextGen Prototyping Network 

OAS Office of Aviation Services (DOI) 

OMB Office of Management and Budget 

OSED Operational Services & Environment Definition 

PIC Pilot in Command 

PSP Partnership for Safety Program 

PSU Provider of Services for UAM 

RA Resilient Autonomy 

RAIM Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring 

RASA Repeatable and Scalable Process 

RDT&E Research, Development, Testing, and Evaluation 

REDAC Research, Engineering, and Development Advisory Committee 

RF Radio Frequency 

RID Remote Identification 

RNIS Radiation and Nuclear Instrumentation and Systems 

RPM Revolutions per Minute 

RTF Registration Task Force 

RTMA Real Time Mesoscale Analysis 

RTT Research Transition Teams 

RVLT Revolutionary Vertical Lift Technology 

S&T Science and Technology 

SARP Science and Research Panel 

SATCOM Satellite Communication 
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SDO Standards Development Organization 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research 

SG-5 Study Group 5 

SIMEX Simulated Experiment 

SIO Systems Integration and Operationalization 

SJU SESAR Joint Undertaking 

SMS Safety Management System 

SRC ASSURE UAS Safety Research Center 

SRM Safety Risk Management 

SSG Senior Steering Group 

SSP Satcom Service Provider 

STEM Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 

sUAS Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

SWS System-Wide Safety Project 

T&E Tests and Evaluations 

TACTIC Technical Assessment of Counter UAS Technologies in Cities 

TBO Trajectory Based Operations 

TCAS Traffic Alert & Collision Avoidance System 

TCCA Transport Canada Civil Aviation 

TCL Technical Capability Levels 

TDD Technology Development Directorate (U.S. Army) 

TFM Traffic Flow Management 

TGF Target Generation Facility 

TITE TBO Integrated Test Environment 
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TRACON Terminal Radar Approach Control 

TRB Transportation Research Board 

UAM Urban Air Mobility 

UAS Unmanned Aircraft System 

UASCA UAS in Controlled Airspace 

UASSC UAS Standardization Collaborative 

UAST UA Safety Team 

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

UHF Ultra High Frequency 

UK CAA United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority 

UML-4 UAM Maturity Level 4 

UN United Nations 

UPP Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM) Pilot Program 

URIF UAS Research Identification Framework 

USAF United States Air Force 

USGS U.S. Geological Survey 

USS UAS Service Suppliers 

USS-OI UAS Service Supplier Operator Interface 

UTM UAS Traffic Management 

UVR UAS Volume Reservations 

VFR Visual Flight Rules 

VHF Very High Frequency 

VLOS Visual Line of Sight 

VMC Visual Meteorological Conditions 
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Volpe Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 

VTOL Vertical Take-Off and Landing 

WG Working Group 

WJHTC William J. Hughes Technical Center 
 

 


